SESSLER

Wants to make himself PROMINENT in the ADVENTIST WORLD. I think we should ACCOMODATE him = set him up in BRIGHT LIGHTS on the Adventist Stage = show EXACTLY what he is TEACHING.

HE HAS "THE LAST MESSAGE!"

(1) Copied from "GERMAN REFORM!" = "SEALING" on since 1844.

(2) Copied from FROOM-WILSON 1971 BOOK = "WAGGONER = WAGGONER = WAGGONER" = Copied by HENRY SCHIMPF of GERMAN REFORM = after listening to BRINSMEAD = "JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH" and NO "WORKS!" THE GRAND COUNTERFEIT of GC 464 = with the DOCTRINES LISTED in the same Chapter = GC 471-3. Also CONdemned in SC 60-1. Also CONdemned in SM: 1:377 (by JONES) = the EXPOSING of which by ELLEN WHITE in 1893 led JONES and WAGGONER to SIGN OVER TO KELLOG'S "LIVING TEMPLE!" in 1903 = and stayed with it till the Day they Died! This is SESSLER'S "LATTER RAIN!" on since 1888! They never can get enough = of that Wondersful Stuff.

(3) Trying by might and main to deny any and all "FUTURISM!" = "THE LOUD CRY!" is on "NOW!" to "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS!" Never before heard of in HEAVEN or on EARTH! And for good Measure = "SUNDAY LAW!" (Which = HORDORS! He ADMITS is "FUTURE!" = comes AFTER the "LOUD CRY!"") GLORY SEEKERS usually bring in NOVELTIES to enhance themselves. We hear he may CHANGE or DISCONTINUE = "LATTER RAIN = LOUD CRY" = 26 pages. In which if we do not HURRIEDLY accept all 3 = we are: "SATAN'S AGENTS!" p.6. This is a REPEAT of the "AWAKENING" of 1959-1960. > > > > > > >

THIS IS A REPEAT OF WHAT = ???

OF THE PRESUMPTION of all Segments of the "AWAKENING" that HUDSON TOOTLED on the STAGE in 1960. TOP SCHOLARS and RESEARCHERS have said = UNEQUIVOCALLY that ALL EVIDENCE of what was actually taught in 1888 - has been LOST! But the "AWAKENING" came to America - they "KNEW!" what it was = and SESSLER follows that SAME PRESUMPTION = !!!!

WE HAVE ONE OBSERVATION =

[Continued on inside back cover] [p.58] (1)
WHAT IS WRONG WITH SESSLER = ???

THE BIBLE SAYS = THE SOP SAYS =

SESSLER QUOTES:

"Gather ye together "FIRST THE TARES!" and Bind them in BUNDLES to BURN them; But "GATHER" the "WHEAT" into My Barn!" Matt. 13:30.

WITH THIS STARING HIM IN THE FACE =

True to LAODICEAN "SCHOLARSHIP" = he looks up Matthew 13:30 in the front of the "INDEX" and finds COL 70-5. "BOLD-FACED!" = so according to the LAODICEAN COMPILERS of the "INDEX" = this Reference is ALL-IMPORTANT. THE BIBLE CONTINUES in Matt:13: "THE "FIELD" is the "WORLD!"" Matt. 13:38.

BUT THIS REFERENCE FROM COL 70-5 =

"But we must understand this as signifying the "CHURCH" of Christ = "IN" the WORLD! COL 70. So that is all that is needed for an "ENTHUSIAST" to take off and put his FLEXIBLE IMAGINATION TO WORK = to try to define what that means = and then find a Reference or two = or let it be a DOZEN! That speaks of "GATHERING" the "WHEAT" from the "TARES!" So that's it = !!! Away we go and build up a NEW RELIGION = "WHEAT" IS GATHERED "FIRST!" ELLEN WHITE SAID SO = !!!

SO THIS IS THE LICENSE =

To go DIRECTLY CONTRARY to the very Words of Christ in the Bible = "GATHER YE TOGETHER "FIRST" THE TARES!" Matt. 13:30. In all times past = the FATAL DECEPTION is to go CONTRARY to what the Lord said. So in HUNTING "the POWER of TRUTH tore up their "FOUNDATION" but instead of YIELDING to it they would get up "ANOTHER PLATFORM"...with MESMERISM and all kinds of DELUSIONS! I saw that they were DRUNKEN with ERROR..." EW 123.
MANY TIMES = ALMOST EVERY TIME =

You can have one who comes with BIG SMILES of "FRIENDSHIP!" (like JUDAS) = but does not SHOW what he REALLY BELIEVES (or does NOT believe!) until you openly CROSS him = (like JUDAS = like CANRIGHT = like KELLOG = like JONES = like WAGGONER = like URIAH SMITH = like FLETCHER = like FROOM = like WILSON) =

QUESTION THEIR TEACHING =

And when they SEE = you may not be quite as DUMB as you LOOK = THEN = THEN = THEN = thinking they had you FOOLED ALL THIS TIME = when they see you were unto them =

THEN IN RAGE AND FURY = JUDAS TOOK OFF!

And brought the "SENSLESS RABBLE" They always MIXED with BOTH SIDES = and PRETENDED to be "NEUTRAL!" = but NOW they OPEN UP = and you see = now that there is no use to cover up any longer.

SESSLER WRITES: "THE LATTER RAIN AND LOUD CRY."

NO NAME = NO DATE = NO SENSE. "BOOKLETS" = POB 328, ROGUE RIVER, OR 97537. THIS is what was HIDDEN = all the Time! We have never heard him deny yet = (nor WAYNE LEWIS his MENTOR) = that they are "MINISTERS" for GERMAN (SACRAMENTO) REFORM = !!! (Or mighty good IMITATIONS of it!)

A = B = C

***** A = "JESUS CHRIST...IS the "FORMER" and "LATTER RAIN." (ALL EMPHASIS MINE.) Never heard such utter NONSENSE in all my Life! Said to be from "HOSEA 6:3." READ IT AND SEE FOR YOURSELF! Shows the IMPULSIVE MIND = FREE to SPECULATE. This from: "THE LATTER RAIN AND LOUD CRY" p.1. (I am afraid to turn the page.) SOUNDS LIKE "HOUTEFF" RE-INCARNATED!

***** B = "THE TRUE RELIGION (Speaking of 1888 "MINNEAPOLIS." TM 467.) ...has been SLIGHTED, SPOKEN AGAINST, RIDICULED, and REJECTED!" TM 467-8. SESSLER p.3,4.

HE KNOWS = AS WELL AS WE KNOW =

THAT WHAT WAS "LEFT OUT!" of that STATEMENT was: "...and when the Message he brings "AGAIN!" = will SWELL INTO "A LOUD CRY!" = it will "AGAIN" be ......
RIDICULED, and SPOKEN AGAINST,

And REJECTED = BY THE "MAJORITY!" BRISBIN 10-1.
78-9. PK 590.)

NO! WE'VE BEEN IN THIS TOO LONG TO BE FOOLED
BY THAT SORT OF GUFF = !!!

****************************

THE QUESTION IS = WHY DID HE DO IT = ??? The rest of
that 26 page Publication makes it abundantly CLEAR =
why he did NOT QUOTE THE FULL TEXT = !!! Because he
wants to Sell us = the "CURSE!" of "FUTURISM!" And
quotes one Reference after the other that is
"FUTURISM!" = (DIVINE PREDICTIONS OF WHAT IS COMING IN
THE "FUTURE!" = such as "THE LATTER RAIN" and "THE
LOUD CRY!" = plainly in the "FUTURE!" = but he is out
to DENY IT = !!! And REALLY puts his Foot in his
Mouth = "NOW!" HE QUOTES TM 507 = (p.5) = which is
"FUTURISM!" What is to come in the "FUTURE!" and
tries to DENY IT!) We hear he is WITHDRAWING this
PUBLICATION = so you may have some difficulty to
obtain a Copy. BUT YOU SHOULD TRY = as we need no
more "FALSE TIME-PROPHETS!" who RUN without being
SENT! He really blew his Cool to throw "GERMAN
REFORM" at us =

***** C = The "SEALING" is on! The "LATTER RAIN" is
on! The "LOUD CRY!" is not only on = but it is being
given "NOW = !!!" He RAVES at this from p.11 to 12 to
16 to 17 to 23 to 24 to the END = to 26.

YET STRANGE TO SAY =

In trying to Palm off the Idea = that GERMAN "REFORM"
= "SEALING" = "LATTER RAIN" = "LOUD CRY" = is
"NOW = !!! and has been since 1844 or 1888 or whenever
=and ADMITS OPENLY that (1) "LOUD CRY" on "NOW!"
(2) "SUNDAY LAW = "FUTURE!" AFTER "LOUD CRY!"

AND TO "PROVE" THAT POINT HE QUOTES:

"The "TIME" is not far distant when the "TEST" will
"COME" to every Soul. The observance of the FALSE
SABBATH will be "URGED" upon us." PK 188. (He leaves
out: "THE CONTEST "WILL BE..." (FUTURE TENSE! PK 188.)
(And in his own Words he adds right there!) =
"SO THE MESSAGE

FOR TODAY (UNDERLINING HIS!)...is the "LOUD CRY"
Message of Rev. 18 = BEFORE (UNDERLINING HIS!) BEFORE
the "FALSE SABBATH" will be urged upon us "IN=THE=
FUTURE!" SESSLER p.18.

"THE LOUD CRY" IS NOT "FUTURE!" =

BUT THE "SUNDAY LAW" = IS = !!! Is that not "FUTURISM?"
(SOMEHOW = it escapes me = the "LOUD CRY!" is not
"FUTURE!" = but the "SUNDAY LAW" IS = !!! Well,
that's not all = !!!)

GOING NOW FROM PAGE 4 TO THE END OF THE BOOK:

IF you put in the "FUTURE!" what is happening "NOW!" =
you are "SATAN'S AGENTS!" that are DECEIVING "THE
UNWARY!"; by teaching this "FALSE DOCTRINE". That is
what "SMALL "INDEPENDENT" MINISTRIES" are doing such
as "TY GIBSON" at "MALO, WASHINGTON"...preaching this
"FALSE DOCTRINE!" p.6.

I SEEM TO REMEMBER = BOB SESSLER WAS

Uncommonly "FRIENDLY!" with said "TY GIBSON" so much
so that he had "TY GIBSON" announce that "BOB SESSLER"
would PASS OUT THE "1846 BROADSIDE" = PRINTED BY THE
"HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY" = I THINK IT WAS A WHOLE BOX-
FULL OF 4,000 AND MORE = AND SUBSEQUENTLY SENT MORE
THOUSANDS to BOB SESSLER for his MEETINGS =

THIS "1846 BROADSIDE" OF 3 EARLY "VISIONS" =

Is what we have always said = is "OUR RELIGION!" It
was the FIRST THING PRINTED ON THIS PRESS. BY THIS
TIME PERHAPS 80,000 = ANN DeMICHAEL PRINTED ANOTHER
20,000 or more = FRITZ ALSETH PRINTED PERHAPS 70,000
UNTIL HE CHANGED IT = put in the "NAME" of "YAHWEH!"

PERHAPS BY THIS TIME = 250,000 WERE PRINTED =

THAT 1846 BROADSIDE READS: "TO THE REMNANT SCATTERED
ABROAD" = "...a VOICE said to me: "LOOK AGAIN, and
look a little HIGHER." At this I raised my eyes and
saw a "STRAIGHT" and "NARROW PATH" cast up HIGH above
the World. ON THIS "PATH" the "ADVENT PEOPLE" were
travelling...

"THE LIVING SAINTS, 144,000 IN NUMBER"

Knew and understood "THE VOICE" = which the WICKED
THOUGHT was THUNDER and an EARTHQUAKE...
BY THIS TIME THE 144,000 WERE ALL SEALED...

At our happy holy state the WICKED were ENRAGED, and would rush VIOLENTLY UP to lay hands on us... THEN it was that the "SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN" knew that God had loved us who COULD=WASH=ONE=ANOTHER'S=FEET... and "THEY" worshiped at our feet....

"IN FEBRUARY, 1845, I HAD A VISION OF "EVENTS" =

Commencing with "THE MIDNIGHT CRY"...About 4 Months since I had a VISION of "EVENTS" all in the "FUTURE." ...I saw the 4 Angels CEASE TO HOLD the 4 Winds. And I saw FAMINE, PESTILENCE and SWORD = NATION rose against NATION, and the WHOLE WORLD was in CONFUSION. THE ..."SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN" worshipped at the SAINTS' FEET." PORTLAND. April 6, 1846. ELLEN G. HARMON.

NOTICE = NOTICE = NOTICE =

The 144,000 "SAINTS" from the "LIVING" = (EW 164, 283-4,15,20,34,37,71. SOP 2:337. T5:692. 1888 ORIGINAL LS 431.) WOULD=WASH=ONE=ANOTHER'S=FEET!! But "GERMAN REFORM" = WOULD=NOT = !!! And here TWICE they are designated as "THE SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN" who WILL! (When it is TOO LATE!) BOW DOWN before the FEET that they WOULD=NOT=WASH = !!!) They have the RIGHT to take THAT CHANCE.

BUT NOT! COME IN OUR MIDST AND PASS OUT THIS =

"1846 BROADSIDE!!" = and PRETEND they AGREE=WITH=IT=!!!

Come to MALO, WASHINGTON = and then the TURN-COAT shows his TEETH and his TRUE COLORS = RAILING at "TY GIBSON" and "BOB JORGENSEN" who believed and taught "THE LOUD CRY" follows the "SUNDAY LAW!!" ARRANGING TO HAND OUT PERHAPS 2 BOXES FULL OR MORE = OVER 8,000 and then =

RAIL AT "FUTURISM!!" WHEN SESSLER HIMSELF =

SAYS = (HIS VERY WORDS!) = "...the FALSE SABBATH will be urged upon us IN=THE=FUTURE!!" p.18. PRETENDING HE IS A "FRIEND" at MALO, WASHINGTON = and then calling TY GIBSON = BOB JORGENSEN = (and HOEHN!) = "FALSE PROPHETS!!" p.7. "these DELUDED UNFAITHFUL ONES... AIDING THE CAUSE OF "SATAN" and the "ANTICHRIST!!"... "SATAN'S FALSE PROPHETS...MINISTERS OF SATAN ARE EVEN LOOKED UP TO..." p.15. "...FUTURISTIC DOCTRINE... based solely on HUMAN REASONING and the TWISTING of the "TESTIMONIES!!"...proved to be erroneous... too plain to be misunderstood..." p.16.
"...SUCH DARKNESS OF MINDS...
FALSE PROPHETS...THESE DELUDED SOULS are really FIGHTING against GOD...BAAL WORSHIP..." p.17.

****************
SO IT'S ALRIGHT FOR THE "SUNDAY LAW" =
TO BE IN THE "FUTURE!" BUT NOT THE "LOUD CRY!"

THEN BELIEVE IT OR NOT = HE QUOTES:
"The last great CONFLICT is "BEFORE US!" = ..."ANOTHER ANGEL" IS=TO="COME DOWN" FROM HEAVEN...representing the GIVING of the "LOUD CRY" = WHICH=IS=TO=COME..."

THEN SPEAKING OF "THE HARVEST" and =
"TWO MESSAGES ARE COMBINED..."WHICH BEGINS THE JUDGMENT OF THE LIVING..." SESSLER p.23. And then he RAILS at those who say "THE LATTER RAIN" and the "LOUD CRY" are still in "THE FUTURE!" = "SATAN, THROUGH HIS MINISTERS...PRECIOUS SOULS INTO HIS HELLISH GRASP...WHO ARE SOME OF THESE AGENTS...???", p.24.

SR. WHITE HAD THE EXPERIENCE =

Of PRAISING MEN and everything was FINE and ROSEY = but as soon as ever she called them to ACCOUNT = one after the other = TURNED LIKE RATTLE-SNAKES!! and so it is a GOOD THING = for them to SHOW THEIR TRUE COLORS = that they had been HIDING ALL THE TIME - LIKE "JUDAS!" And we have had OUR SHARE = GOOD RIDDANCE!
"...for the WRATH OF GOD must have come upon us = if these CORRUPT INDIVIDUALS had remained with us. EVERY HONEST ONE that may be deceived by these disaffected ones, will have the TRUE LIGHT in regard to them = if every Angel from Heaven has to visit them, and enlighten their Minds. WE HAVE NOTHING TO FEAR IN THIS MATTER.

**************************

"AS WE NEAR THE "JUDGMENT" all will manifest their TRUE CHARACTER = and it will be made PLAIN to what "COMPANY" they belong. The sieve is going; let us not say, "Stay Thy hand, O God. We know not the Heart of man. "THE CHURCH" must be PURGED = and will be!"
NO! WE ARE NOT TRYING TO WIN ANY "MULTITUDES!"

NO! We will NOT stand by and see Souls going to UTTER RUIN = !!! THE REASON WHY = SESSLER can find SOME STATEMENTS that appear to say - and DO SAY! That the WHEAT is "GATHERED" from among the "TARES!" We can agree with that = Sr. ANN DEMICHAEL had the Answer. She said = see "INTRODUCTION" to the ELDER BRISBIN BOOK = "REGARDING the "TESTIMONIES" = NOTHING is ignored = NOTHING is cast aside = but "TIME!" and "PLACE!" must be considered. NOTHING must be done "UNTIMELY!"...EVERY JOT and TITTLE is essential and must appear at an opportune "TIME!" (Regarding the "TESTIMONIES" = October 10, 1911.) BRISBIN "INTRO-

***************

MOST OFTEN THERE ARE 2 OF EVERYTHING =

THERE ARE 2 "GATHERINGS!" (1) IS A LOOONG "PROCESS!"
(2) Is spoken of as a "WAR!" and is "FAST!" (WITH THE "SPEED OF LIGHTNING!") = "FAST!" and "FURIOUS!"

***************

ONE IS = "LET BOTH GROW TOGETHER UNTIL THE "HARVEST!"

The OTHER is "THE HARVEST!" When "TOGETHERNESS!" = would be FATAL! "TIME = PLACE = CIRCUMSTANCES!" IN THIS "TIME!" = we need NO "BLIND LEADERS OF THE BLIND!" We can do without them. They can do without us. They have PLENTY of COMPANY = all their PLANNING is for THAT = !!! That is not our Concern = our Concern is "THE END OF THE ROAD!" The WAY is "STEEP!" = "NARROW!" = and "FEW THERE BE THAT FIND IT!"

WILL YOU BE ONE = ???

***************

HOW TO STUDY.

THE SUBJECT IS = "TARES!" and "WHEAT!" Then it would seem AXIOMATIC = before we venture out to deal with such a Critical Subject =

GATHER TOGETHER STATEMENTS ON WHAT ARE "TARES?"
GATHER TOGETHER STATEMENTS ON WHAT CONSTITUTES "WHEAT?"
GATHER TOGETHER STATEMENTS ON WHAT IS THE "HARVEST!"
THEN ARRANGE THEM IN "ORDER!"
LIKE AN INVENTOR. That PART must fit THERE = !!!
That PART will NEVER WORK THAT WAY! It must turn or
operate the "OTHER WAY!" Put a TWIST in the BELT!
USE A DUAL SWITCH! The SCREEN should VIBRATE!

STATEMENTS THAT APPLIED 100 YEARS AGO =
DO THEY STILL APPLY NOW = ??? IN OTHER WORDS =
ARE THOSE STATEMENTS = CONDITIONAL = ???

**********************

BEFORE WE GO ANY FURTHER =

WHAT IS "A CHURCH!" OR WHAT IS "THE CHURCH?" The
TERM is FLEXIBLE = it is CONDITIONAL! It took DAVID
LIN = a LONG, LONG TIME = to finally conclude there
are "2 CHURCHES" at the End! That is still WRONG!
There are 6..."He walks in the MIDST = of 7 GOLDEN
CANDLESTICKS!" There is ONE CHURCH of which it is
said: "CHRIST HAS DEPARTED!" "HIS PRESENCE HAS BEEN
QUENCHED IN THE CHURCH!" "THE CHURCH IS DEAD = IN
TRESPASSES AND SINS!"

WHY FOOL YOURSELF = AND FOOL OTHERS =

IF IT IS DEAD = CHRIST HAS DEPARTED = and you PRETEND
you find some "LIFE!" there! If the BRAIN-STEM is
DEAD = don't hold a "CELEBRATION!" Hold a "WAKE!"

ONLY THOSE WILL BE SEALED!
WHO "SIGH AND CRY" FOR "ALL" THE "ABOMINATIONS!"
YOU SEE NONE? YOUR CASE IS HOPELESS!

T 3:267.

WHAT DOES IT REALLY MATTER = ???

If we follow "GERMAN (SACRAMENTO = DENVER, COLORADO)
REFORM" = or NOT = ??? Or if the "SEALING!" is on =
or not = ??? What does it really matter?

YOU MAY NOT LIKE HOW WE ANSWER A QUESTION =
Like this. But bear with us = have a little Patience
of the Saints = we will come to it.
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FIRST OF ALL

We have had a great deal of Experience. That is why we are here. No other Reason.

THE SHEPHERD'S ROD.

THE LEADERS of the "SHEPHERD'S ROD" wanted all our Papers = for YEARS. Then we were AMAZED when we heard the "WOODS SISTERS" come to the OKANAGAN VALLEY at "STEVE ZAKALL'S" place. We listened with ASTONISHMENT as we heard the "HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY" line-up = right down the Line = 50%. THEN THEY SWITCHED OVER to "HOUTEFF-BACHAND." The "ADVENTISTS" are going to WIN = !!! So are the JEWS of TEL AVIV. We knew we stood alone. We are used to it. But we saw such Movements come to a CRASHING "END!" = Their WATERLOO was SPRING of 1959.

AL FRIEND TOOK OVER = HIS "DAISY MEYERS."

BRINSMEAD and WRIGHT QUOTED HER IN PLACES = WORD FOR WORD! As we proved at the Time. END OF SDA PROBATION = AL FRIEND'S "GOD'S GREAT TIME CALENDAR" = fluctuated from "ROGER'S" = "AS IT WAS IN THE DAYS OF NOAH!" = 120 YEARS from 1844 = comes to "EUREKA!" = 1964! 7 YEARS FOR THE "SEALING!" SEALING TO START = 1957! MEN DRESSED IN "BLACK!" = came through CLOSED DOORS and showed "DAISY MEYERS" = Neck in Neck with the "SHEPHERD'S ROD" date = END of SDA PROBATION = 1959-60.

WHEN THAT DATE SAFELY PASSED = SHEPHERD'S ROD WENT WACKY to WACO (TEXAS) = 1959.

THEN THE EVER-CHANGING "NEEDLE" ON AL FRIEND'S "GOD'S GREAT TIME-CALENDAR" = FLUCTUATING FROM DATE TO DATE - finally the NEEDLE STUCK ON "1964!" YES SIR! IN THIS PERIOD = 1959 to 1964 = DATES and PREDICTIONS were flying thick and fast = MILLION $ "MRS. HOUTEFF" had "1959" = one of her Group had "1960" = "THE BIG 4" = ROGERS = FRIEND = WRIGHT OF AUSTRALIA = WRIGHT OF CANADA = settled on 1964. GROTHEER had 1967. FROM and BILLY GRAHAM had "MISSION-KEY '73." TIME PROPHETS HAVE BEEN KIND OF WARY SINCE.

EXCEPT "GERMAN REFORM" = "THE SEALING" =

Has been going on since 1844. Although that DATE is not so SURE any more = SESSLER prefers 1844 for SURE! But 1888 is also for SURE!
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ANYWAY THE UPSHOT IS =

It has been going on = ALL=THE=TIME! We have spent a LIFE-TIME = PROVING OTHERWISE!

AND THE SECRET IS IN "THE SHAKING" (SEALING!) CHAPTER!

Plus the "1846 BROADSIDE!" Plus GC 443-5, 606-8. SM 1:204-5. THE PAGE OF ALL THE PAGES = of the "TESTIMONIES" is GC 464.

"A MOVEMENT SHALL COME!" GC 464.

"But BEFORE the "TIME" for such a "MOVEMENT SHALL COME!" = SATAN will seek to PREVENT it by introducing a "COUNTERFEIT!" GC 464(296). THE KEY IS = which comes FIRST = ????

THE ANSWER IS = GOD ORDERS!

"GATHER YE FIRST THE "TARES" FOR THE BURNING!
Matt 13:30. Those who prefer "URIAH SMITH" = the ADVENTIST FALSE PROPHET = want "SPEWN OUT!!" to mean "GOING THROUGH!" = 144,000 STRONG = no matter how many FALSE PROPHETS arise with that PERPETUAL LAODICEAN DOGMA = based on NOTHING but THIN AIR = !!! Is POPULAR = yes. Is PLEASING = yes. Builds up their EGO = yes. Their SELF-IMPORTANCE and SELF-RIGHTEOUSNESS = just like the JEWS OF OLD = yes.

WHAT A SMASHING THUNDER BOLT TO READ =

"THE ANCIENT MEN...THESE DUMB DOGS..."PEACE AND SAFETY" IS THE CRY...ALL PERISH TOGETHER!!" T5:211-2. OH! NO! THAT CANNOT BE! We will write WHOLE BOOKS to deny that! One of the BEST WAYS to DENY THAT = is to "GATHER!" (URIAH SMITH = GERMAN REFORM.) "GATHER THE SAINTS" (144,000 FIRST!) and AFTER THAT = that WONDERFUL "INNOMERAL MULTITUDE!!" Yep! That's it! DENY it and we will BOIL YOU IN OIL = early next Morning. SO THE FIRST THING most of these aspiring "LEADERS" who come among "REFORM" = let it be know they believe "SPEWN OUT!!" = means "GOING THRU!!" = 144,000 STRONG! DENY it - and you are "AN OFFSHOOT FROM THE TRUTH!!" "THEY" are "THE TRUTH!!" But according to T5:211-2 and 100 other References - they are a "NOTHING!!"

SO THE MINUTE SESSLER COMES UP WITH =

"GATHERING THE "WHEAT!!" = "FIRST!!" He has denied the FAITH and is WORSE than an INFIDEL!
YOU KNOW WHERE AN "INFIDEL" STANDS =

A FLUCTUATING HYPOCRITE = that talks out of both sides of his Mouth = you cannot PIN-HIM-DOWN! We begin to suspect that such are "UNSTABLE IN ALL THEIR WAYS!"

NOW LET'S LOOK AT IT -

HE NEVER CAME OUT as he did until he was CROSSED = !!! Then in RAGE and FURY = he wrote "LATTER RAIN" = "LOUD CRY" = is not only on "NOW!" = but HAS BEEN ON (PAST TENSE!) since 1844 or 1888 = or does he know WHEN = ??? We know he will have "SYMPATHIZERS" as all the Rest have had "SYMPATHIZERS" = who, you will find in the Judgment = are MORE GUILTY than HE IS = !!! Because he is BLIND = !!! = all taken up in his own SELF-IMPORTANCE = but his FOLLOWERS NEED NOT BE! They should see CLEARLY where he is OFF=THE=BEAM! And does not know it but he is a

TIME-SETTER = !!!

The "TIME" for the "LOUD CRY" = is not 1959 = 1960 = 1964 = 1967 = 1973 = NO! It is on "NOW!" NO SPECIFIC "SIGN!" = just some DREAM = VISION = or HALLUCINATION!

ONE BRITISH COLUMBIA CANADA MINISTER = WAS DEAD RIGHT WHEN HE SAID =

"WHEN "THE SEALING" IS ON = "ALL HELL WILL BREAK LOOSE ON EARTH!!" We do see SIGNS that lead us to believe = TIME IS ALMOST OVER = !!! But the SIGNS we are looking for = are not quite here = YET = !!!

IN FACT THIS DAY = APRIL 15, 1990 = "EARTH DAY"

We had "THE WORLD TOMORROW" PROGRAMME = the Best Programme on the Air. And they had "NASA" and the MULTI-MILLION $ SEARCH = for SIGNS OF LIFE = on other PLANETS or GALAXIES = and they found NONE = and they KNOW OF NONE = !!! Well let me tell you = one of these fine Days = THE WHOLE WORLD will KNOW =

"THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" WAS RIGHT = !!!

And "WE" will be the ONLY ONES = to ANSWER their QUESTIONS = but they will not LIKE OUR ANSWERS! So they will HAUL US THROUGH THE COURTS = led by "JUDAS!"

Read it in GC 608 (426) = "OUR FORMER "BRETHREN!!" We THOUGHT = we HOPED = we DREAMED = THEN = THEN = THEN = they would SEE we were RIGHT = !!! And come and take our Side. STOP DREAMING! THAT IS NOT POSSIBLE!
OH, YES! WE KNOW = WE KNOW BETTER THAN YOU KNOW =

Don't write BIG LONG ARTICLES = following "LAODICEAN TRADITION!" and expect us to PRINT it = you have 100,000 LAODICEAN PRESSES PRINTING IT = you do not need us to QUACK in the SAME KEY = File that STUFF in the WASTE-BASKET! Or send it to SESSLER! Or some other "URIAH SMITH CULT."

WE ARE NOT EXACTLY ALONE!
WE HAVE SOME ON OUR SIDE =

We had to Order over a TON of PAPER = close to $2,000.00. We placed the Order = a few Days later - having told NO ONE = we had one SISTER in the OSHAWA CANADA AREA = $1,000.00 is Coming = that pays for HALF the PAPER SUPPLIES = then not even a Week later = a BROTHER in the SAME OSHAWA CANADA AREA = he did not say how much = but I believe the PAPER SUPPLIES will be PAID FOR! DOORS seem to OPEN for us = it seems just as they are needed. Praise God!

**********************

POSTSCRIPT = AFTER-DEVELOPMENT

No - we are NOT looking for "CONSENSUS" of "OPINION!"
No - we are NOT going to interfere if "...the Hand of the Lord was in their midst to DIVIDE and SCATTER them "NOW!" = in the "GATHERING" = (SEALING) TIME..." EW 69. BECAUSE:

"A COMPANION OF FOOLS = SHALL BE DESTROYED!"

"...DESTROYED FOR WANT OF JUDGMENT!" Proverbs 13:20, 23. "...DESTROYED for LACK OF KNOWLEDGE = because thou hast REJECTED "KNOWLEDGE!" = I will aslo REJECT THEE, that thou shalt be NO PRIEST TO ME!" Hosea 4:6.
"For the LEADERS of this people CAUSE them to ERR = and "THEY" that are led of "THEM" = are DESTROYED!"

Isa. 9:16.

WE ALL HAVE TO DECIDE THE QUESTION:

Do we want TRUTH = or FELLOWSHIP = ??? We may not find it out TODAY = but we will eventually find out = "ONE WITH GOD = IS A MAJORITY!" So if you are holding Meetings = and there is a DIVISION = according to what FROM was pounding into this people for "40 YEARS OF FROM!" = if you do not have "UNITY!" = the "SPIRIT OF GOD" is MISSING!
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SO "UNITY AT ANY PRICE!" WAS HIS BAROMETER.
Which drove him to UNITE with BARNHOUSE and MARTIN = BILLY GRAHAM and his "KEY '73!" = which was such a Wash-out dismal FAILURE = that no Adventist wants to TALK about it any more. I think it SHOULD be TALKED ABOUT = !!! Let us ANALYZE ALL ABOUT IT! Not shut our EYES to FACTS! What steps did FROOM take = sitting at the CONTROL CONSOL of this Commune. His "40-Year Plan" = came to SICKENING RUIN = he Died of a Broken-Heart = in the Middle of it.

CAN WE LEARN FROM HIS MISTAKES = ???

ESPECIALLY if we were WIDE-AWAKE to have SEEN it and WARNED of it = AHEAD OF TIME! We are now going to PRETEND we did not KNOW = ??? We see no VIRTUE in being WILLINGLY STUPID and going ahead make the SAME MISTAKE = !!! So if the Lord SHOOK UP our Meetings = so that FRED ALLABACH and his JEWISH SYMPATHIZERS went ROARING out from our OSHAWA CANADA MEETINGS = and went all across AMERICA = MEETING after MEETING we were WARNED by WIDE-AWAKE SISTERS what they were Teaching = and the END of it all = ??? He ran into JULIA WRIGHT on this PACIFIC COAST = ONE PERSON = !!! ONE who SOUNDED THE ALERT = !!! And BOB SESSLER was IN and OUT with that Group = YES! He ordered them OUT of his MEETING PLACE = as they RUSHED OVER to WAYNE LEWIS = and RON SPEAR. (What they were Teaching was more appealing to the STANDISH CONSORTIUM!)

NOW THE $64,000 QUESTION = ???

WHY IS IT = TO THIS DAY = neither BOB SESSLER = WAYNE LEWIS = RON SPEAR = DID NOT = DOES NOT = WILL NOT - find anything "WRONG!" (Except TIDDLY-WINK STUFF) = with what this LOR BUNCH was Teaching = ??? AS ELLEN WHITE PREDICTED = !!! OPEN = RAW = "MESMERISM!"

EW 125.

AND AFTER WE EXPOSE IT = JULIA WRIGHT =
Wrote the largest Paper she ever wrote = TO WARN YOU = !!! Did BOB SESSLER join in and ECHO the WARNING = ??? Did RON SPEAR = ??? OUR PUBLICATION #633. "AFTER 1888." July 7, 1988. We started on p.31 = "THIS IS WHERE BOB SESSLER DECIDED TO GO HAY-WIRE!"

HE PHONES ME = AND TRIED TO "MESMERIZE" ME = !!!
YES - THIS IS THE FIRST THAT ANY OF YOU KNOW THIS.

Said he had not read "AFTER 1888!" Yet PHONES ME ABOUT IT = !!! And, like "LOR!" = he is NEVER WRONG = !!! And HOEHN should BOW to SESSLER = ADMIT that "WHEAT" is GATHERED = FIRST = !!! And TARES = SECOND = !!! IF NOT = DON'T WRITE TO HIM ANY MORE = !!! AN ULTIMATUM! JUST LIKE CANRIGHT = BALLenger = KELLOGG = FLETCHER = QUESTION ME AND I GO IT ALONE = !!! THEY NEVER MAKE A MISTAKE = NEVER - !!! ONLY WE MAKE A MISTAKE!

THEY MADE THE MISTAKE =

When said Sister in the OSHAWA CANADA AREA = met with some on the Week-End = and one "LEADING" sister said she is going with "SESSLER" = that she paid him $1,000 some short while ago = this lit the fuse! The Group has been scrambling ever since = do we go with SESSLER or with HOEHN = ??? How would it be to go with the TRUTH = ??? AND THE TRUTH IS:

BREAK UP THE GROUP = ??? YES = WHO BROKE IT UP?

WE ARE NOT ABOUT READY TO DROP THE "SOP" =

Not about ready to give the URIAH SMITH CULT = ONE LITTLE FINGER = !!! SESSLER was "FIT TO BE TIED!" = when we DID NOT AGREE that when CHRIST SAID: "GATHER YE FIRST THE TARES!" = that meant: "GATHER YE FIRST THE WHEAT!" (HERE, AT THIS Point = came a Letter:)

*******************************

JACK ANZUZZA LETTER

[7906 Ashmont Street, Citrus Heights, CA 95621. (4-18-90)]

Brother Hoehn: You asked for this Book some time back, but I kept forgetting about it. What can you tell me about BOB SESSLER = ???...Can you send me more Tapes? And more "HELL PAPERS?" I'll try to write in a short while...God bless you. Jack Anguzza.

*******************************

Dear Brother Anguzza: Thank you for sending me: "WHEAT & TARES" by Bob Sessler. I had misplaced my Copy for MONTHS, and it seems like you sent this Copy at the RIGHT MOMENT! I began by turning to the area where I KNEW he was HAY-WIRE = but OTHERS will not see very much to argue about! - 15 -
REPEAT: Without consulting any Notes = I began to leaf through it. I came to p.8.

BOB SESSLER WRITES: (p.8) (EMPHASIS MINE.)

"The FIRST part of the Harvest involves these processes: REAPERS are hired to HARVEST or to CUT DOWN the stalks of WHEAT or the stalks of TARES which have produced FRUIT.

***************

REAPERS BEGIN to SEPARATE the stalks of WHEAT from the stalks of TARES.

***************

-The stalks of WHEAT are GATHERED into SHEAVES or BUNDLES and are bound together with a Cord.

***************

-The SAME is done to the stalks of TARES.

(BOTTOM OF p.8.)

THEN I READ FURTHER UP:

"I believe this is one of the most misinterpreted symbols in this whole Parable...FIRST of all lets go through the COMPLETE "HARVEST" PROCESS and all the different STEPS involved, and THEN we will look at WHEN the period of the "HARVEST" is to take place.

***************

As soon as FRUIT is produced the "HARVEST" can BEGIN and there are two major DIVISIONS to the "HARVEST."

***************

(Thus this EMPHASIZES what he writes from here on down. (1) When "FRUIT" is RIPE = HARVEST "BEGIN." (2) "HARVEST" begins with WHEAT. (3) "WHEAT" is BUNDLED = then "TARES!"

***************

THEN I READ FURTHER UP = SAME PAGE:

"But Christ says in vs. 29-30 that they are not to do this, they are NOT to SEPARATE the TARES from the WHEAT, because He has a more perfect way."
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"LET BOTH GROW TOGETHER UNTIL THE "HARVEST"

"...and in the "TIME" of the "HARVEST" I will say to
the REAPERS, GATHER ye together "FIRST" the "TARES" =
and bind "THEM" in "BUNDLES" to BURN them, but
"GATHER" the "WHEAT" into by BARN."...we will BEGIN
with the "HARVEST."

NOW THAT IS ALL I READ AS I OPENED THIS

"WHEAT & TARES" = APRIL 29, 1990. This was enough =
to OBEY the WORDS of CHRIST so clearly set before him
= SESSLER writes = "GATHER" the "WHEAT" = "FIRST!!"
When the Lord said plain as Day - "GATHER" the "TARES"
= "FIRST!" We have found this Pattern = among all
SELF-APPOINTED "PROPHETS" = like the LEADERS of the
"SHEPHERD'S RODS" = like the LEADERS of the GERMAN
REFORM" = like the LEADERS of the SELF-CONFESSED:
1960 "AWAKENING!" CONTRADICT themselves often in the
SAME SENTENCE = !!! HERE HE IS LOOKING AT THE WORDS
OF CHRIST = !!! "GATHER YE TOGETHER "FIRST!!" the
"TARES!" = that means: "GATHER YE TOGETHER "FIRST"
the "WHEAT!"

NOW IT REALLY DOES NOT MATTER =

How MANY will FOLLOW this LINE of REASONING = or who
VEHEMENTLY CLAIM with FURY and HATRED - !!! That "WE"
are "BREAKING UP" the Group = !!! That it is NOT
NECESSARY to EMBARRASS him with "FACTS!"

**************************

We are WARNED against: "SURFACE-READERS!" Who go by
IMPULSE = FEELINGS = LIKES = too often those with
FACTS - must stand COLD and ALONE = until...

UNTIL WHAT...?

UNTIL the DAY of JUDGMENT. When it will be seen if
the SLOVENLY = the INDIFFERENT = the CASUAL = will WIN
or LOSE = !!! THEY MAY WIN AMONG MEN = and SILLY
WOMEN as we see clearly in EW 282. GC 656. When they
BEAT them to a PULP! "IT WAS YOU!....YOU TOLD ME!..."
(Then he will WISH - he had not won so MANY!)

THE QUESTION THAT ALL SHOULD ASK =

(But FEW will!) "WHAT DIFFERENCE DOES IT MAKE = ???"
We deny anyone the RIGHT = to tell us about "HARVEST!"
= who knows NOTHING about "HARVEST!"
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AND NEED NOT INSULT US BY PRETENDING

He does know "SOMETHING!" = about "HARVEST." One thing he DOES NOT KNOW = or he would not be so blind about throwing arrogant ASSUMPTIONS around = he does not know - that if you HARVEST "WHEAT" when it is "RIPE!" = you COULD NOT "HARVEST" the "TARES" at that SAME "TIME!" = for the "TARES" would LONG SINCE have SHELLED OUT = !!! There would be NOTHING to "BUNDLE" to BURN in NO "FIRE!" = for the TARES had SEEDED OUT!!!

THEY MUST BE = AND THEY ARE = HARVESTED =

AS IT IS WRITTEN = and as Christ said: "FIRST!" = often they are NOT "HARVESTED at ALL! MEN = WOMEN = and CHILDREN = go through the Fields = and pick the TARES (WEEDS) = as soon as they BLOOM = and DROP them where they are = NEVER even "BUNDLED."

AND AFTER ALL = THEY ARE NOT EVEN "BURNED!"

Until "AFTER" the 1,000 YEAR COURT decides that they OUGHT to be "BURNED!" You do not "BURN!" a CONVICT at the STAKE = until AFTER the JUDGMENT = and that DOES NOT take place until AFTER the 1,000 Years. So the CAREFUL "STEPS" that SESSLER had outlined on p.8 = not bothering to even consider anything else in "WHEAT & TARES" = p.8 is enough = to PROVE that what he has is nothing but "WINDY DOCTRINES" from "WINDY CREEK."

"EVERY WIND OF DOCTRINE WILL BE BLOWING!"

"...They have not kept pace with the "LIGHT!"...and He cannot use "THEM!"...in the "SHAKING, TESTING TIME." (SESSLER ON p.8 SPEAKS OF "STEPS!")...Those who have STEP by STEP yielded to WORLDLY DEMANDS...(and WAIT for "WHEAT" before they "HARVEST!" will find:) "CHAFF LIKE A CLOUD will be borne away on the "WIND!" T5:80.

TO WAIT FOR "WHEAT HARVEST" TIME TO BUNDLE "TARES" -

Will find nothing but "CHAFF!" = the "SEED!" has fallen OUT = and cannot be "HARVESTED!" "THE SADDEST WORDS ON MORTAL TONGUE..."TOO LATE!" "THE "EVENTS" connected with the "CLOSE OF PROBATION" and the "WORK!" of PREPARATION for the TIME OF TROUBLE = are CLEARLY PRESENTED. But "MULTITUDES" have no more UNDERSTANDING of these IMPORTANT TRUTHS = than if they had NEVER=BEEN=REVEALED!...and the "TIME OF TROUBLE" will find them = "UNREADY!" GC 594. (412).
THE POLICE =

NOBODY "LIKES" a POLICEMAN when he is "ARRESTED" for "DRUNK DRIVING."

BUT IN THE LONG RUN =

It may have saved his Life and the Life of OTHERS.

AND SESSLER HAS UNITED =

With the "URIAH SMITHS" = the "DRUNK DRIVERS" = who pay NO ATTENTION to "SIGNS" or "CROSS-ROADS."
"...they are DRUNKEN = but not with WINE! ...Surely your turning of things UPSIDE DOWN shall be esteemed as the POTTER'S CLAY..." Isa. 29:9,16.

WE HELPED ENOUGH "DRUNKS" IN AFRICA =
WE DO NOT INTEND TO REPEAT THE PERFORMANCE.
IF WE HAVE NO RIGHT TO DEFEND THE TRUTH = WE HAVE NO OTHER RIGHT LEFT =
BUT TO CAPITULATE = !!!
THIS IS ROMANISM =
THIS IS COMMUNISM =
THIS IS ADVENTISM =

***********************

LET'S GO TO GC 464 = THE PAGE OF ALL THE PAGES =
OF THE TESTIMONIES. "A "BRAND NEW" MOVEMENT SHALL "COME!" "AND BEFORE THE TIME FOR SUCH A MOVEMENT SHALL COME = (SATAN) WILL ENDEAVOR TO PREVENT IT = BY INTRODUCING A "COUNTERFEIT!" (THIS IS THE MESSAGE OF GC 464. (296). What has this to do with "WHEAT & TARES = ???")

EVERYTHING!

IF "TARES" = have been "GATHERING" = "GROWING!" = PUSHING OTHERS "OUT!" = "TAKING OVER!" = FOR DECADES! UNTIL THEY COME TO THE "OMEGA OF APOSTASY!" = "CHRIST HAS DEPARTED!" "HIS SPIRIT HAS BEEN QUENCHED IN THE CHURCH!" = they have gone as FAR as the LORD will allow = then it shall be seen the Lord will take CHARGE of the WORK = "HIMSELF!" TM 300,507.

HE REVERSES THE JUDGMENTS OF MEN!

As He has done in all times past = He comes to "GATHER" the OUTCASTS of Israel = those the "TARES" have booted OUT! - 19 -
THE LARGEST CHURCH = IS THE OUTSIDE CHURCH = !!!
FOR ENDLESS YEARS THEY HAVE BOOTED OUT 25% OF THE
MEMBERSHIP EVERY 5 YEARS!

THEN THE MEALY-MOUTHED COME WITH THE PIous AFFRON'T =

"LET THE TARES GROW UP WITH THE WHEAT!" WHY THEN DID
THEY ROOT THEM UP = CAST THEM OUT = ??? He will put
up with these HYPOCRITES just so LONG = !!! And then
He raises up "ANOTHER PEOPLE!" "OTHERS!" TM 70.
Then these Leaders act like men who have "LOST THEIR
REASON!" "...the TARES SPRANG UP AMONG THE WHEAT!"
...the Crop of WHEAT became LESS and LESS...as did
the JEWS against CHRIST! UNDER THE ZEAL OF SATAN...
AGAINST "THE PEOPLE OF GOD!" TM 411-2. "SHALL WE BE
CHARMED WITH THE PRATINGS OF THE APOSTATE?" T4:595.
"The TIME has come, the IMPORTANT TIME = when through
God's Messengers the SCROLL is being UNROLLED to the
World...NOVICES cannot acceptably do the Work of
UNFOLDING the HIDDEN TREASURE!" T6:133-4.

WHEN SESSLER BECAME SO MAD HE WAS "FIT TO BE TIED!"

IN RAGE AND FURY = HE WROTE = "LATTER RAIN" = "LOUD
CRY!" = what he had been harboring SECRETLY until he
could build up a position of STRENGTH = now it comes
out with a "RUSH!"

THE "SEALING" IS ON =
"THE LATTER RAIN" IS HERE =
"THE LOUD CRY" IS BEING GIVEN "TO THE CHURCH!"

******************************

Under the GUlse of being so TERRIFIED of "FUTURISM!"
(You see what happens when one QUACK starts QUAKING
and a Whole GABBLE start QUACKING in the SAME KEY=!!!
ALL FALSE MOVEMENTS were built on a PIN-POINT of ERROR
= pull out that PIN-POINT and the whole mess COLLAPSES!)

SINCE HE KNOWS HE COULD NEVER GET AWAY =

With claiming the "SUNDAY LAW!" is on NOW = !!! or
since 1888 = !!! He now comes up = the "SUNDAY LAW"
is "FUTURE!" = AFTER the "LOUD CRY!" Oh, BOY! Oh,
BOY! Oh, BOY!

JUST LIKE WE HAD TO MEET SOME = YEARS AGO =
Who had "SATAN APPEARING!" = AFTER Probation had CLOSED!
WHO COULD HE FOOL THEN = ???

And this is EXACTLY the Question NOW = !!! Because SATAN COMES = WITH=THE="SUNDAY LAW = !!!" GC 624.
When PROBATION has CLOSED for the "CHURCH" = but is STILL open for the WORLD. T9:97.

NOW WE RETURN TO OUR REGULAR PROGRAMMING!

WHEN ADVENTISTS ARE RULING OUT = ELLEN WHITE =

THE ANDREWS "SEMINARY" REPORTS = entire Issues = do not refer to SOP = NOT ONCE! WHEN A MAJOR PREDICTION by ELLEN WHITE comes TRUE = (AFTER SDA PROBATION IS OVER! and to us it will be a SIGN that it is OVER!)
When SATAN APPEARS IN A "FLYING SAUCER!" GC 624. And the World goes CRAZY with EXCITEMENT = !!! Are you prepared to ANSWER their QUESTIONS = ??? If you SHAKE in your BOOTS before you will NOW REPEAT (to ANYONE!) what is in the WRITINGS = about SATAN APPEARING IN PERSON = !!!

BUT OF COURSE = SESSLER = WAYNE LEWIS = HAMMOND = ROGERS=

Would not DARE! Repeat GC 624 = SM 2:54. MM 88. (And 20 more!) Because that is =

"HORRORS!" = "FUTURISM!" THE SAME AS =

"LATTER RAIN" is FUTURE! "LOUD CRY!" is FUTURE!
"SEALING" is FUTURE! "SATAN" (NOT the way it is Written in your fake GC 624) = JOHN NICOLICI JR. = pointed this out to us = SATAN DOES NOT "PERSONATE" CHRIST = as it reads in the FAKE "URIAH SMITH" TRANSLATION = but the ORIGINAL 1884 GC 442 (SOP 4:442) = Satan will "ATTEMPT TO!"...If you BRUSH that off as being MEANINGLESS = do us a Favor - we are AFRAID of having such people on our MAILING LIST = GET OFF = !!!

IN THE DAYS AHEAD = WE DO NOT NEED ANY MORE DUM-DUMS

Or FALSE TIME-PROPHETS. Who have the NERVE to say "IT MAKES NO DIFFERENCE!" "TIMES HAVE CHANGED! THESE WORDS STRENGTHENED THEIR UNBELIEF?...THESE DUMB DOGS!" T5:211-2.

THIS PROGRAMME THIS DAY = THESE MEN KNEW =

If it can be "PROVEN!" there is "LIFE" out there besides our own = it would set the World on its' Ear. - 21 -
But what if such a "BEING" would:

(1) "HEAL!" Their DISEASES!

(2) Set up a NEW POLITICAL SYSTEM = RULE THE WORLD
by SATAN IN PERSON!

AND THERE IS JUST ABOUT NOT ONE ADVENTIST WHO KNOWS =

What that "MASTER-HEALER'S PROGRAMME" = in co-opera-
tion with ADVENTIST HOSPITAL SYSTEM = will amount to.
ONLY ONE SHORT STATEMENT = that's all it takes. If we
"BELIEVE!" that SHORT STATEMENT = without which you
will be a DEAD DUCK! You will CONTINUE to go along
with LAODICEAN TRADITION = we will LOSE = MOST ALL OUR
MEMBERS = we will be MORE "ALONE!" than we are now =
we have cut off over 1500 off our Mailing List = soon
we will revise it again and cut off HUNDREDS MORE = we
have in Print many EXTRA COPIES because we believe
something will happen and we will NEED THEM ALL = !!!
NOTICE! We did not say they will "BELIEVE!" We do
not think they WILL! But we also know = the
"WARNING!" must be given = BEFORE the Lord lowers the
BOOM on them! If you do not know that's in the
Writings = you never READ the WRITINGS! You only
LOOKED at them. TOO TIRED after all the "ROUND OF
CEREMONIES!" to do more than EAT A HEARTY SABBATH
DINNER = and maybe go to the BEACH = for the Kids.
(Or a Ball Game?)

THE WRITINGS CONVERT = THERE IS A "LAST MESSAGE!"

Find it in GC 612. (430) And it leads to WHAT = ???
No, I am NOT going to tell you! THERE IT IS! GC 612
= just before "THE TIME OF TROUBLE" CHAPTER. Of
course this is all "FUTURISM!" So we could not
POSSIBLY believe in "FUTURISM!" You see what happens
when one QUACK starts QUACKING away = and other QUACKS
all down the Line begin to IMITATE HIM = ??? WE
CANNOT BELIEVE IN "FUTURISM?" ALL PROPHECY = is
"FUTURISM!" What will HAPPEN in the "FUTURE!" It
took us over 40 YEARS to find 100 PREDICTIONS. YES!
We plan to re-print it. Not yet. Not for awhile.

YOU CAN START BY THE MOST IMPORTANT =

"FUTURISM!" of all = RIGHT HERE = !!! GC 624.
SOP 4:442. (And the next page.) BUT = BUT = BUT =
that is NOT really IMPORTANT ANYWAY = except to WARN
OTHERS = otherwise ADVENTIST PROBATION IS OVER ANYWAY!
"TODAY IS "THE DAY" OF SALVATION."

ONE THING YOU SHOULD KNOW = WHEN SATAN "WILL ATTEMPT TO" PERSONATE "CHRIST." Will Bring the "SUNDAY LAW" with him = will "HEAL!" their DISEASES = ADVENTIST AFTER ADVENTIST = including "BED-TIME STORY MAXWELL" = so WONDROUS 1970 to 1980 = the BIGGEST FALSE TIME PROPHECY OF ALL TIME = !!! FEATURED BY PIERSON-WILSON = 1970 to 1980 =

SATAN WILL REALLY "HEAL!"

Yes, we know of some Statements that say that = yes we do = do not clutter our Mail Box by Writing and telling us of what we "MISSED!" That SOME = SOME = SOME "HEALINGS" will be "REAL!" JUST LIKE ORAL ROBERTS THIS DAY = !!! We are well aware of all that. We are also well aware that ADVENTISTS will JUMP RIGHT IN and put all their "HOSPITAL SYSTEMS" to WORK = yes. We even know where that is Written. They will "ASTOUND THE BEAST!" with the "MIRACLES" they can perform. HERE IT IS: SM 2:54. MM 88. But did you know of this one:

"THESE WORKS OF "APPARENT" HEALING"

WILL BRING "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS" TO THE TEST = !!! SM 2:53. Ah! Yes! And the MAIN ONE OF ALL = !!! THAT THOUSANDS OF ADVENTISTS READ = BUT BRUSH OVER AS AN IRRITATING FLY = !!! WE KNOW OF NOT ONE = !!! THAT WILL BOTHER TO QUOTE IT = BUT WE "BOTHER!!" BECAUSE WE KNOW A GREAT DEAL ABOUT "HEALERS" COMING TO TOWN = and the need of "250 EXTRA COFFINS!" as the Chief of Police in VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA = comes with his Right-Hand men to see the LARGEST COFFIN MAKER IN B.C. = (I WAS NOT GOING TO DIVERT TO THIS = BUT I DECIDED I BETTER = because too many of you will FALL for the CHARADE = just as you FALL for every other EXCITEMENT that comes along = and even when the PERPETRATORS of the HOAX FAIL = Instead of doing as the Bible says = "STONE!" a "FALSE PROPHET!" (LIKE "URIAH SMITH") YOU HANG ON TO HIS EVERY WORD = !!!! MAKES ME SICK = !!!)

THE LORD SAYS = "SON OF MAN" TELL THEM FROM ME

"THEY WILL NOT LISTEN!!" BUT TELL THEM ANYWAY! So we are telling you = CHIEF OF POLICE told the Manager of the Coffin Factory who had an INVENTORY of about 250 COFFINS ON HAND = to make another 250. - 23 -
Because from other Cities = CHICAGO = NEW YORK = SEATTLE = that's about what he will need = because "THE HEALER IS COMING TO TOWN!"

THE COFFIN-MAKER AND HIS MEN =

"IF YOU KNOW THIS = WHY DON'T YOU STOP HIM? EXPOSE HIM = !!!" No. We believe in "RELIGIOUS LIBERTY!" Let them go there and get "SAVED!" and "HEALEO!" and next Week read their OBITUARY = in the SAME PAPER that announced they were "HEALEO!"

(1) THEY WERE "HEALEO!"
(2) NOW THEY CAN EAT ANYTHING!
(3) THEY DIE "HAPPY!"

No more a burden to Relatives and Society = EVERYBODY HAPPY = !!! No. We are not here to Stop it = just get those Coffins ready or we will have to IMPORT them from some where else. So even the Coffin-Makers are HAPPY = !!!

BUT THIS PROPHETIC SCENE BY ELLEN WHITE =

Is not quite that Happy. (WILL YOU WATCH = (and BELIEVE = !!!) EVERY WORD = ???)

**********************

"While appearing to the Children of Men = as a great PHYSICIAN! = who can "HEAL!" all their MALADIES, he will "BRING" = (BY "INOCULATIONS?=INJECTIONS"=LIVE VIRUS?="SHOTS")== "HE WILL BRING DISEASE" and "DISASTER" = until POPULOUS CITIES are REDUCED to RUIN and DESOLATION = !!!" 1884 GC 407. (No, it seems URIAH SMITH did NOT reach his GRIMY HAND in there to CHANGE THAT = !!! It appears to be the same = GC 589.) CH 411.

ARE WE SEEING THE PICTURE ARIGHT = ???

"...MULTITUDES, from the LEAST to the GREATEST = (will EXALT!) give heed to these SORCERIES, saying = "THIS IS THE GREAT POWER = OF GOD!"" GC 625 (443).

IT WOULD BE ALL YOUR LIFE WAS WORTH =

To say a Word = against this MASSIVE ENTHUSIASM! or to even HINT = that it MIGHT be the "POWER OF SATAN!" That probably answers the Question of GC 612. "PUBLI-
CATIONS" made AHEAD OF THAT TIME! and "GREAT CONTRO-
VERSIES" BOOKS brought out of the ATTIC = and READ and BELIEVED = NOW = !!!
SO LET'S PUT OUT MORE PAPERS = EVEN IF =

SESSLER DENOUNCES THIS AS "FUTURISM!" Spread by "AGENTS OF THE DEVIL!" "ANTICHRIST!" FAIRLY FOAMING AT THE MOUTH in "LATTER RAIN = LOUD CRY." How does he HARMONIZE this BOOKLET with "PROTESTANT HISTORY = 1840-1844 AND BEYOND" = "HISTORICAL EVENTS!" There he is NOT afraid of "FUTURISM = FUTURISM = FUTURISM!" But it is a "WOE! WOE! WOE!" publication. DISQUALIFIES HIMSELF AS A "MESSENGER!" When he ENDS this CHARADE = "NONE ARE TO DECIDE FOR US!" "IF" we should "LEAVE" the SDA CHURCH OR NOT = !!! What is all his WRITING FOR = ??? If in the CRUNCH he does the SAME AS BAUER IN AUSTRALIA = "We are not telling you to LEAVE the Church = we are not telling you to STAY with the Church = we are telling you to "STUDY FOR YOUR- SELF!"

WELL FINE. WHY DON'T YOU STAY HOME THEN = ???

WHY FLY OVER SEVERAL OCEANS and come up with a DUD - FLAT FAILURE = NO MESSAGE = just "WOE! WOE! WOE!" CREATURES WHO DID NOT KNOW WHEN OR WHY TO "FLEE" OUT OF THE "HOLY CITY" in the first Chapter of "GREAT CONTROVERSY!" Just went through the Streets = "WOE! WOE! WOE!"

SESSLER REPEATS THAT "FUNERAL DIRGE!"

"WOE! WOE! WOE!" make up your own MIND = NO MESSAGE! Just taking up TIME and SPACE and WASTING MONEY = for which they will have to give an Account. "NONE ARE TO DECIDE FOR US!" SESSLER p.30. Then GO HOME = and STAY HOME = and SHUT OFF YOUR LOUD-SPEAKER! DO NOT MAKE ANOTHER TAPE = !!!

WE WILL DECIDE FOR YOU = WE WILL DECIDE THAT =

"...what we have been YEARS LEARNING = "THEY" will have to LEARN = in a FEW MONTHS!" EW 67. (THANK GOD if you still have = "A FEW MONTHS!") "They will also have MUCH TO "UNLEARN!" and MUCH TO "LEARN AGAIN!" (SAME.) "I also saw the NECESSITY of the "MESSENGERS" especially = WATCHING and CHECKING = all "FANATICISM" wherever they see it arise!" EW 63. (And then tell NO ONE = ??? How SATAN would LIKE THAT = !!! JUST HOW STUPID CAN YOU GET = ???) "...who have MUCH TO LEARN = and MUCH TO DO = !!!" EW 63.
"THE TIME HAS COME = THE IMPORTANT TIME =

When through "GOD'S MESSENGERS" = the Scroll is being unrolled to the World!" T6:133.

(And when they come = we will slap them over the Mouth!) = "NO MAN NEEDED!" But that "MAN!" = in that LAODICEAN PULPIT = is "NEEDED!"

I WONDER WHAT FOR = ???

LAODICEAN (URIAH SMITH) TRADITION #1 =

The ADVENTIST CHURCH = gives the "LOUD CRY!" and thus "FINISHES THE WORK!" That would be: "A STRAIGHT TESTIMONY (FROM!) THE "LAODICEANS!" "THEY" WILL TELL THE WORLD! That is what the JEWS THOUGHT = !!! THEY ARE THE "HERREN FOLK!" = THEY will tell YOU - YOU will tell them = "NOTHING!" THAT is their attitude to THIS DAY = !!! And is going to be the CAUSE of their DESTRUCTION = "REPEATED!" RH 3:336-8,343-4,632-3. RH 4:156,341-2. DA 628,635,739. All the BLESSINGS and PROPHECIES = the "JEWS APPROPRIATED TO THEMSELVES!"

THE JEWS RUNNING THIS CHURCH =

Promise the "LAODICEANS" the SAME THING = !!! They will "WIN!" over the "ROMANS!" SO SAID "KORAH= DATHAN = and ABIRAM!" "THUS IT IS TODAY!" PP 402 to 405. SOP 1:300,306.

ISN'T IT TOO BAD = ???

EVENT (1) = LAODICEA is SOUND "ASLEEP!" = only DREAMING of what they are going to do.

EVENT (2) = A "CRY!" at "MIDNIGHT!" Matt. 25:6. AWAKENS THEM = !!! WHO GIVES THAT "CRY?"


EVENT (4) = They give the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY "TO!" (not "FROM!") "TO!" the "LAODICEANS!"

EVENT (5) = "UPON WHICH THE "DESTINY" OF THE CHURCH "HANGS!" T1:181. HOW DO THE LAODICEANS REACT TO THE NEWS THAT THEY ARE NOT "FIRST!" = but are "SECOND CLASS!"

EVENT (6) = HOW DO THEY RECEIVE THIS NEWS = ??? They are "Fit to be TIED!" They re-act in FURY and RAGE! THEY "CONDEMN!!" = "FIND FAULT!!" = "CRITICIZE!!" To no Account. T1:181.
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EVENT (7) = NOW THEY ARE "POSSESSED BY DEMONS!"  
T1:187. FAR FROM GIVING "THE LOUD CRY!" OR ANY  
OTHER "CRY!" TO THE LAODICEANS = they keep "SUN-  
DAY!" on HALF the EARTH'S SURFACE = not TOMORROW! =  
"NOW!" GC 608. WATCH them next EASTER and  
X-MASS = !!!

EVENT (8) = NOW THEY "HEAL!" = "RAISE THE DEAD!" =  
SM 2:54. MM 88. STRANGE = !!! NO ONE ELSE SEEMS  
TO WANT TO REMIND "ADVENTISTS!" of this "TEST!"  
SM 2:53.

EVENT (9) = They will TELL THE WORLD - to take us to  
"LAW!" GC 608 (626). Some "BRETHREN!"

EVENT (10) = "SO APOSTASY IN "THE CHURCH" will prepare  
the way for "THE IMAGE TO THE BEAST!" GC 442 to  
445, 606 to 608. SATAN COMES IN PERSON TO HELP  
THEM. GC 624 (442).

EVENT (11) = They will institute a GREAT "INOCULATION  
PROGRAMME" to combat "AIDS!" = "will bring "DISEASE  
and DISASTER until populous CITIES are reduced to  
RUIN and DESOLATION!" GC 589 (406-7). CH 461.  
("THE ABOMINATION" OF "DESOLATION!") Daniel  
8:9-13. 9:26-7.)

EVENT (12) = IF IT IS "GOD'S ORDER!" = to TRAIN and  
SEND: "MESSENGERS" to give the LAST WARNING MESSAGE  
= NOTHING ELSE will save their Soul Because = (A)  
They are SOUND ASLEEP! (B) In "MIDNIGHT DARKNESS!"  
(C) And if they SLEEP ON the way they are = they  
will: "SLEEP the SLEEP of DEATH!" T8:304. T1:263.  
SG 4:61. TM 182.

LOOK AT THIS PICTURE = !!!

"SLEEPING PREACHERS = PREACHING to a SLEEPING PEOPLE!"  
T2:337. "MEN and WOMEN are in the LAST HOURS of "PRO-  
BATION" = and yet are "CARELESS!" = (T1:180-7) and  
"STUPID!" = (EW 48, 104, 111, 113, 119, 247) and "MINISTERS"  
have NO "POWER!" to AROUSE them = they are ASLEEP  
THEMSELVES!" T2:337.

THE BIBLE SAYS: "ALL!" = THE SOP SAYS: "ALL!"

And if they Sleep a little longer = their "DESTRUCTION  
IS CERTAIN = !!!" T1:263,466.

WHAT IS THE REMEDY = OR IS THERE NONE = ???

They are DOOMED FOR SURE = ??? AH! A "CRY!" = at  
"MIDNIGHT!" = the DARKEST HOUR! OBVIOUSLY =  
"FUTURISM!" = IT IS THEIR ONE LAST HOPE = !!!
And here the ones the Lord chose to "ARREST!" them in their "DREADFUL CAREER!" = are SLAPPED in the FACE = their MOTIVES IMPUGNED = their CHARACTERS ASSASSINATED! EW 69. And if all else fails =

THEIR LAST DITCH ARGUMENT = !!!

"NO MAN NEEDED!" or "STUDY FOR YOURSELF!" or "THE TIME IS NOT YET!" SATAN CARES NOT = which Argument is used = as long as it WORKS! As long as they Fall back to Sleep = HARDER than EVER = !!! So the SUMMER is PAST = the HARVEST is ENDED = and we are not "SAVED!" Satan has stolen a March on us = he has out-witted us = by these PROCRASTINATING AGENTS OF THE DEVIL! SHOULD HAVE LEFT THE CHURCH LONG AGO! TOGETHER WITH 395,000 EVERY 5 YEARS = !!! But all this is brushed aside as "NOTHING!" =

"WHAT WE HAVE BEEN YEARS LEARNING = THEY WILL HAVE TO LEARN IN A FEW MONTHS!" EW 67,63. T6:133. But NO = !!! BAUER HALF WAY AROUND THE WORLD = IN AUSTRALIA = "STUDY FOR YOURSELVES!" Santee = MARTY WOLD = JOE MANISCALCO = SESSLER = "NONE ARE TO DECIDE FOR US!" (AFTER ALL THIS TIME = WRITING THESE BOOKS) =

"HOW CAN WE KNOW FOR CERTAIN,
FOR OURSELVES (EMPHASIS = UNDERLINING = HIS!) IF THE CHURCH IS STILL GOD'S CONDITIONAL REMNANT...???" (AND JUST ABOVE THAT) = "NONE ARE TO DECIDE FOR US!" (A DUMB DOG THAT WILL NOT BARK! T5:211-2) SESSLER LAST PAGE 30 of: "PROTESTANT HISTORY" = 1840-1844 AND BEYOND." BOOKLETS, POB 328, ROGUE RIVER, OR 97537.

NONE OF THESE CHARACTERS WILL EVER GIVE OUR ADDRESS = !!!

**************************

NEWS FOR THEM =

Those who go "OUT!" are NO-GOOD "TARES!" and finally only "144,000 TRUE-BLUE "SAINTS" ARE LEFT" ("THE CONGREGATION IS HOLY = EVERY ONE OF THEM!"") and go out and give the "LOUD CRY!" and thus: "FINISH THE WORK!" = COMPARE WITH THIS:

"He has said that "FALSE BRETHREN" will be found "IN=THE=CHURCH!" till the CLOSE OF TIME!"

COL 73.
WHO THEN GIVES THE LAST MESSAGE = ???

SESSLER DOUBLE-TALK: "the "LATTER RAIN" message of the righteousness of Christ ripens and harvests or "SEPARATES the "WHEAT" from the "TARES" WITHIN THE CHURCH, AND THE "LOUD CRY" message of Rev. 18 harvests or SEPARATES the bundled "WHEAT" = OUT-OF-THE-CHURCH!" p.23. "LATTER RAIN = "LOUD CRY." (Sessler.)

ELLEN WHITE:

"When this "REFORMATION" BEGINS...Those who have NOT been living in CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP (NOT BEEN GOING TO CHURCH AT ALL!) will draw close to one another..." T8:251. "A GENERAL "MOVEMENT" is NEEDED = and this will "BEGIN" with "INDIVIDUAL MOVEMENTS!" T6:470.

HISTORY REPEATED = !!!

"LUTHER was one chosen to breast the Storm = stand up AGAINST the IRE of a "FALLEN CHURCH"= and strengthen the "FEW!" EW 222. "ARISE, SHINE = for thy LIGHT is come, and the Glory of the Lord is risen upon thee!" TO THOSE WHO GO "OUT!" TO MEET THE BRIDEGROOM = is this MESSAGE GIVEN!" COL 420. (430.) "It will not do for us to FLOAT ALONG with the CURRENT = guided by TRADITION and PRESUMPTUOUS FALLACIES...CRY ALOUD, SPARE NOT...NO LONGER MUTILATE THE TRUTH!" SM 1:93.

AND TO USE THE ARGUMENTS THEY USE -

IS: "MUTILATING THE TRUTH!" "THE JEWS TRIED TO STOP the Proclamation of the Message...They will not come to HEAR = they will not CALMLY INVESTIGATE = but they will put forth their OBJECTIONS in the DARK! They are PERFECTLY SATISFIED..."I am RICH, and increased with GOODS, and have NEED = ??? = of "NOTHING!" ...This Scripture applies to those who live under the Sound of the Message = but will not come to hear it. Many of the JEWS came and LISTENED...but they came not to LEARN = but they came to "CRITICIZE = !!!" SM 1:413-4.

TO PUT THE "LOUD CRY!" NOW = !!!

AND THE "SUNDAY LAW!" = AFTER THE "LOUD CRY!"

IS PUTTING ARGUMENTS = "IN THE DARK!"

ANYTHING = but ADMIT the Truth = !!!

Even put the "SUNDAY LAW!" = AFTER PROBATION HAS CLOSED = !!!

 **************************
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Dear White Fella,

Coupla' tings you orta no-
Wen I am born, I'm black
Wen I grow up, I'm black
Wen I go out in 'a sun, I'm black
Wen I am cold, I'm black
Wen I get scared, I'm black
And wen I die, I'm still black.

But you, my white fellah,
Wen you born, you pink.
Wen you grown up, you white.
Wen you get sick, you green
Wen you go out in 'a sun, you go red.
Wen you get cold, you go blue
Wen you get scared, you yellow
And wen you die, you purple-

And you got the cheek to call me COLOURED!

-H. Rawnholt, Kununurra

[Reprinted from THE ANCHOR, Number 25, January 1990. Published by: Ron & Ula Cable, P.O. Box 19, Queensland, 4309, AUSTRALIA.]

---

1884 GC 296. (GC 464.) This tells us that a "MOVEMENT" is to "COME!" And "BEFORE" the "TIME" for such a "MOVEMENT" shall "COME" = Satan will seek to prevent it by introducing a "COUNTERFEIT!" The "COUNTERFEIT" is "GATHER YE FIRST THE TARES" for the "BURNING." A looong PROCESS. Consolidation = confederacy = UNION of CHURCH and STATE.

SAME CHAPTER - SAME SUBJECT =

These "LEGALISTS" = OPPOSED to keeping the LAW OF GOD = appeal to the LAW OF THE LAND - to "ENFORCE!" their Decrees. What they have is only a "COUNTERFEIT" = SUBSTITUTE for the REAL THING. EVERY LAST THING THEY DO AND TEACH = they "FOLLOW" = the OTHER CHURCHES! IMITATE them! THE LIMIT of their PRESUMPTION is CATALOGUED in GC 470 to 473. Their "CELEBRATION" Churches are only an "IMITATION" (COUNTERFEIT) of the other Churches!

AS WE SEE IN THE FOLLOWING PAGES = (WHERE DO THEY END?)

[Insert Page 1]
HAVE SOME FUN, CHURCHES URGED

United Press International

NASHVILLE, Tenn. — Live it up — not give it up — should be the message churches deliver to their parishioners, a Baptist minister says.

Anthony Campolo, president of the Evangelicals for Social Action in Pennsylvania, said church officials should quit complaining about declining membership, stop telling the faithful "thou shalt not" and tell them to have some fun.

Campolo, a minister and sociologist, told 1,300 participants at the National Evangelism Workshop that churches should try to make religion less sombre. The Bible is not as brooding and humorless as many churches portray it, he said.

"Jesus said the kingdom is like a wedding reception and he's the bridegroom. Jesus was Jewish, which is almost as good as Italian," he said. "They know how to throw a wedding.

"There's a deadness in the church," he added in a speech to the gathering of church officials and members. "You've taken a party and made it boring. No wonder we're losing a generation. Who wants to hear a dirge when they could go to a party?"

130,000 may have AIDS

United Press International

BUCHAREST — The incidence of AIDS among Romanian adults, nearly all of them heterosexual, has reached epidemic proportions largely because of prostitution, the director of a French charity declared yesterday.

Lebas, president of Medine du Monde, said the figures from the Romanian Institute of Virology revealed that 40 out of 7,000 adult blood donors tested positive for the HIV virus.

If the statistics reflect the nationwide picture, as many as 130,000 Romanians may carry the virus, Lebas said.

It was discovered three months ago that hundreds of Romanian children were accidentally infected with the AIDS virus.
1990 EXPLANATION

THE LAYWORKER = SPRING = JUNE 7, 1990

DR. RUE'S POLICY = discontinue mailing outside the U.S.A. He sent them to us to take care of the CANADIAN MAILING LIST.

OUR POLICY

NAMES SENT IN BY OTHERS = we put them on for 3 MAILINGS = This cost us about $10.00.

NO REPLY = we cut them off. Otherwise we would go broke.

NAMES OF THOSE WHO WRITE IN = we put them on for 3 MAILINGS = but we also send them TAPES. This costs us over $20.00. No Reply = we do not have to be hit on the Head with a 10 POUND HAMMER to catch on. They are off the List. Of Course.

WE SENT TO THE LIST SUPPLIED BY DR. RUE =

4 or 5 LAYWORKERS = so we wrote the LAYWORKER that we had cut out the DEAD-WOOD and NAMES of people we knew were DEAD for 10 YEARS = !!! And those who did not write we considered as DEAD as those who were. So we asked for "NO MORE than 30 "LAYWORKERS." So here we have something like 160 LAYWORKERS.

SOMEBWHERE THERE WAS A MIX-UP =

And we now have something like 160 LAYWORKERS and the OLD LIST OF NAMES. So here is what we decided to do =

NOTICE CAREFULLY = !!!

WE WILL HONOR THIS LAST MAILING.

Even though we have to pay for 1 lb. if we send it "BOOK RATE." We have to pay for 1 lb. so we put in EXTRA PAPERS because they ride FREE. But if the NAME IS DEAD = it costs us (as you can see on the Envelope) = perhaps $1.34. And if it comes back = another $1.34 to have it returned. How long do you think we will keep that up = ???
SO WE WILL HONOR THIS LIST ONE MORE TIME =

And after that we want NO MORE than 30 LAYWORKERS even though we think the NEW LAYWORKER is an IMPROVEMENT. This one is.

WE AGREE 100% WITH A CHARGE

OF $8.50 a Year for U.S.A. = $10.00 OVERSEAS and CANADA. I hope they ENFORCE THAT STRICTLY = !!! If the LIST is cut down from 35,000 to 3,500 = that would be just FINE! A DEAD BRANCH must be CUT OFF. SEND YOUR $10.00 DIRECT TO LAYWORKER and they will look after you.

AT THIS WRITING = ANN DeMICHAEL IS AT =

"NARROW PATH PUBLISHERS" = 1926 Hwy. 21 N., MALO, WA., 99150. (Do not confuse us with another Group [formerly SANTEE] that uses the SAME POST OFFICE = but are 2 Miles over the Mountain from us.) We are INDEPENDENT FROM THEM. We do not believe in DRUGS = KEEPING SUNDAY ON EASTER = GOING TO LAW TO ENFORCE ANYTHING (except a possible COUNTER-SUIT) = we do not believe in UNLIMITED or UNCONDITIONAL "LOVE!" = nor do we RAVE away about what we "LIKE ABOUT..." the CHURCHES OF BABYLON.

WE DO NOT LIKE =

Their HELL TORMENT "DANTE'S INFERNO" = we do not tell ANYONE that they are "SAVED!" or "SINLESS" or that a NEW "CHARACTER-NATURE" will be given them when CHRIST COMES. We leave that for HEPPENSTALL and the JEWISH TALMUD.

BULK MAILING

Under POSTAL REGULATIONS for "BULK MAILING" = it has to be 200 ENVELOPES or 50 lbs. To make it 50 lbs. we may ADD another Paper = which we are doing this Time. Sometimes you get FAR MORE out of it = by reading it some time later. READ IT AGAIN and send it to some one else. We send it because it rides FREE.

TAPES

NOTICE - !!! The DATE the Tapes were made = and based on the Writings of ELLEN WHITE = we PREDICTED what would happen = and now we see = it was RIGHT ON! We intend to remain RIGHT ON = !!!

[Insert Page 2]
of the SHEPHERD'S ROD = in his HEY-DAY = or SESSLER in his = that comes up with a NOVELTY that the "LOUD CRY!" is being given "NOW!" = to the LAODICEANS = we could NEVER disgrace ourselves by letting that go by IN THE NAME OF "REFORM!" We distance ourselves from him and all who go by him. We are told he has quite a following - we do not believe that. He has a few Old Sentimental Women who go by IMPULSE = not by FACTS. "DO NOT CONFUSE US WITH FACTS!"

AND THE FACTS ARE =

There is not another Writer who ventures out on that Limb. EVERY KNOWLEDGABLE ONE who writes now = speaks of the "LOUD CRY!" as being FUTURE and is given TO=THE =WORLD! Certainly NOT=TO=THE=CHURCH! So we do not appreciate being called "ANTICHRIST!" and "AGENTS OF THE DEVIL!" if we do not go along with SESSLER. STRANGE, isn't it? If the "LOUD CRY!" is on "NOW!" = where are the "THOUSANDS OF VOICES" that are to bear it = ??? As Recorded in GC 612, 1884 GC 430, T9:126. WHY JUST ONE LONE "SESSLER?" AN ODD-BALL.

BUT OF COURSE = YOU CAN TELL THESE "SPIRIT" PEOPLE =

NOTHING! If "THE SPIRIT" leads them Moment by Moment = then they can NEVER make a mistake. LUTHER had MORE TROUBLE with "THE SPIRIT" people than with the SWORDS of the CATHOLICS. GC 190-3. 1884 GC 145-155. "LUTHER at the WARTBURG..."I always expected that Satan would send us this PLAGUE!" 1884 GC 147.

CHRIST SAID TO THE SELF-RIGHTEOUS PHARISEES:

"... the PUBLICANS and the HARLOTS go into the KINGDOM= BEFORE=YOU!" Matt.21:31. (There is MORE HOPE for one who is a SINNER who has REPENTED = than for 99 who are so RIGHTEOUS = they need no REPENTANCE.) "There is NOTHING so OFFENSIVE to God, or so DANGEROUS to the human Soul = as PRIDE and SELF-SUFFICIENCY. Of all SINS - it is the most HOPELESS = the most INCURABLE...

"I AM SAVED!"...They are UNPREPARED!" COL 154-5. RH 5:414. SM 1:314. EV. 595. "Oh, how MANY I saw in the "TIME OF TROUBLE" (that were "UNPREPARED!") EW 71. "The case of all such = is HOPELESS!" SG 3:134.
(Taken from 1884 GC 421-430. Followed by "THE TIME OF TROUBLE.") It is the "LAST MESSAGE" and goes NOT to the LAODICEAN CHURCH but to the WORLD = "EVERYWHERE!"
EW 277. During "SUNDAY ENFORCEMENT!" 1884 GC 425.
When ADVENTISTS keep SUNDAY. 1884 GC 426. GC 608.
"BY THOUSANDS OF VOICES = ALL OVER THE EARTH!" 1884 GC 430. GC 612. We hold to the "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" = AFTER the SUNDAY LAW! READ THE WHOLE CHAPTER AND MARK AS YOU GO = AFTER the "SUNDAY LAW!"

IT TOOK US 50 YEARS TO SLOWLY CONVINCE SOME =

That the "LOUD CRY!" comes AFTER the "SUNDAY LAW!"

DR. RUE featured this in his "LAYWORKER." We are to give up this "LIGHT" = for the GROSS DARKNESS of the "LOUD CRY!" is being given "NOW!" = to the "LAODICEANS?" OH, MY! Do not make us SICK - !!!

SO SICK WE WILL GET "CANCER!"

ANN DeMICHAEL put out some "CANCER" Pamphlets = and said for more Information = write to her.

THOSE WHO TREAT "CANCER" by UNORTHODOX METHODS = (or any other DEGENERATIVE DISEASE) = are being shot at from every Quarter. "THE NATIONAL HEALTH FEDERATION" = (NHF) = is in a FIGHT to the DEATH right now (as are we!) from WITHIN their own Ranks. (MAINLY former NHF PRESIDENT = "KURT DONSBACK") Please renew your MEMBERSHIP with the "NATIONAL HEALTH FEDERATION" = POB 688, MONROVIA, CA, 91016 = beginning with July 1990 Issue. Subscriptions are $36.00 per year in the U.S., $48.00 U.S. Funds in Canada and Foreign Countries.

Marie Steinmeyer, President of The International Association of Cancer Victors and Friends, Inc., 7740 W. Manchester, Suite 110, Playa del Rey, CA, 90293. Annual Membership in IAVCF = $20.00 (not given for areas outside U.S.)

(A marvelously capable woman in charge of this organization.) They have a toll-free number to get information as to where to go for treatment for Cancer = 1(800)729-7595.
"AS FOR ME AND MY HOUSE = WE WILL SERVE THE LORD!"

SESSLER Wants The "LATTER RAIN" On "NOW!"

(Also the "SEALING" since 1844 or 1888 or wherever and whenever he wants to Push-Button it. Also the "LOUD CRY!" is being given (by him = ???) "TO" the LAODICEANS = "NOW!")

NEVER HEARD OF SUCH A CONFUSED JUMBLE

It is literally True = because they departed from the Faith = the Lord is "CHOOSING THEIR DELUSIONS!" to fulfill God's promise that "ALL WILL BE UNMASKED!" That we have "NOTHING TO FEAR IN THIS MATTER!" There being nothing "NEW" under the Sun = SESSLER is merely REPEATING the ADVENTIST and GERMAN REFORM TEACHING before 1973. It is "TIME" for the "LATTER RAIN!" trumpeted FROOM and WILSON in their JOINT BOOK = "MOVEMENT of DESPERATION!" And SESSLER is merely an ECHO of that DELUSION. PIERSON was a good deal more HONEST = he said OPENLY and PUBLICLY = (AFTER the FIASCO of "73") = in 1974 he said OPENLY = "There has been NO "LATTER RAIN!" = so SESSLER is plunging Head-long in DRUNKEN STAGGERS = to try to Revive that HOAX again. That we thought was DEAD and BURIED = when they BURIED FROOM in the middle of his ZEAL not according to KNOWLEDGE = the DISMAL FAILURE of '73 = SESSLER wants to REVIVE that HOAX and REPEAT that BLUNDER. Wanting to DRAG us with him. We are NOT about READY to do THAT = !!!
THE MESSENGERS -

The Subject is entrancing = exciting = if we can venture forth and solemnly declare = (1) The "SEALING" is on = !!! (2) The "LATTER RAIN" is here = !!! (Naturally if the "SEALING" is on = the "LATTER RAIN" goes along with it. They are ONE and the SAME THING - only "GERMAN REFORM" never knew that = they had the "SEALING" on since 1844 = making the "SEALING" = which is to go "like the Speed of LIGHTNING!" and "WILL SOON BE OVER!" = making it DRAG on for DECADES and DECADES and DECADES. So different Leaders of SACRAMENTO "REFORM" had to CHANGE their MIND and TEACHING - generally hewing the FROOM LINE = what FROOM taught - they also taught = now that we are re-reading our Papers for that Time=Period - we see where we PROVED that GERMAN (SACRAMENTO) REFORM - went Step by Step with the LAODICEAN CHURCH = and we ask as we have done a Hundred Times = if they do not go along =

WHERE IS THEIR LITERATURE EXPOSING IT =

WHERE IS SESSLER'S LITERATURE EXPOSING IT = and LOR = ??? Or is he PRACTICING it = he TRIED on me = over the Phone = I was to "AT ONCE!" admit that he was RIGHT and I was WRONG = and WAYNE LEWIS repeats that DEMAND = "HOEHN" is to Bow down and beg Pardon of BOB SESSLER and WAYNE LEWIS his Mentor. THAT will be the Day = !!!

SO THE HOAX MUST GO ON = !!!

THE "SEALING" is ON = !!! THE "LATTER RAIN" is HERE = !!! And even the "LOUD CRY!!" is "NOW!!" being GIVEN to SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS = courtesy of BOB SESSLER = !!! And "HOEHN" must REPENT and ADMIT it = !!! Well, in our Time - we have met MANY who were filled with ZEAL not according to KNOWLEDGE and the only one way to get straightened out is to GO BY "EVENTS" IN THEIR "ORDER!" WHAT IS THE ORDER? DOES THE "LOUD CRY" go to LAODICEA? WHAT UTTER ROT = !!!

ONCE-UPON-A-TIME WE ALL KNEW -

That the "LOUD CRY!!" = was the "LAST MESSAGE!!" = and went "TO THE WORLD!!" But it seems unruly "SPIRITS" = must have many "INVENTIONS." Under the Subject of "MESMERISM" = we find the "SPIRITS" = cannot ever settle on the Truth = but must Counter it. Must deny it. It is the Nature of the BEAST. EW 123-4.
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"AS FOR ME AND MY HOUSE = WE WILL SERVE THE LORD!"

SESSLER Wants The "LATTER RAIN" On "NOW!"

(Also the "SEALING" since 1844 or 1888 or wherever and whenever he wants to Push=Button it. Also the "LOUD CRY!" is being given (by him = ???) "TO" the LAODICEANS = "NOW!"

NEVER HEARD OF SUCH A CONFUSED JUMBLE

It is literally True = because they departed from the Faith = the Lord is "CHOOSING THEIR DELUSIONS!" to fulfill God's promise that "ALL WILL BE UNMASKED!" That we have "NOTHING TO FEAR IN THIS MATTER!" There being nothing "NEW" under the Sun = SESSLER is merely REPEATING the ADVENTIST and GERMAN REFORM TEACHING before 1973. It is "TIME" for the "LATTER RAIN!" trumpeted FROOM and WILSON in their JOINT BOOK = "MOVEMENT of DESPERATION!" And SESSLER is merely an ECHO of that DELUSION. PIERSON was a good deal more HONEST = he said OPENLY and PUBLICLY = (AFTER the FIASCO of "73") = in 1974 he said OPENLY = "There has been NO "LATTER RAIN!" = so SESSLER is plunging Head-long in DRUNKEN STAGGERS = to try to Revive that HOAX again. That we thought was DEAD and BURIED = when they BURIED FROOM in the middle of his ZEAL not according to KNOWLEDGE = the DISMAL FAILURE of '73 = SESSLER wants to REVIVE that HOAX and REPEAT that BLUNDER. Wanting to DRAG us with him. We are NOT about READY to do THAT = !!!
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THE MESSENGERS -

The Subject is entrancing = exciting = if we can venture forth and solemnly declare = (1) The "SEALING" is on = !!! (2) The "LATTER RAIN" is here = !!! (Naturally if the "SEALING" is on = the "LATTER RAIN" goes along with it. They are ONE and the SAME THING = only "GERMAN REFORM" never knew that = they had the "SEALING" on since 1844 = making the "SEALING" = which is to go "like the Speed of LIGHTNING!" and "WILL SOON BE OVER!" = making it DRAG on for DECADES and DECADES and DECADES. So different Leaders of SACRAMENTO "REFORM" had to CHANGE their MIND and TEACHING - generally hewing the FROOM LINE = what FROOM taught - they also taught = now that we are re-reading our Papers for that Time=Period - we see where we PROVED that GERMAN (SACRAMENTO) REFORM - went Step by Step with the LAODICEAN CHURCH = and we ask as we have done a Hundred Times = if they do not go along =

WHERE IS THEIR LITERATURE EXPOSING IT =

WHERE IS SESSLER'S LITERATURE EXPOSING IT = and LOR = ??? Or is he PRACTICING it = he TRIED on me = over the Phone = I was to "AT ONCE!" admit that he was RIGHT and I was WRONG = and WAYNE LEWIS repeats that DEMAND = "HOEHN" is to Bow down and beg Pardon of BOB SESSLER and WAYNE LEWIS his Mentor. THAT will be the Day = !!!

SO THE HOAX MUST GO ON = !!

THE "SEALING" is ON = !!! THE "LATTER RAIN" is HERE = !!! And even the "LOUD CRY!" is "NOW!" being GIVEN to SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS = courtesy of BOB SESSLER = !!! And "HOEHN" must REPENT and ADMIT it = !!! Well, in our Time - we have met MANY who were filled with ZEAL not according to KNOWLEDGE and the only one way to get straightened out is to GO BY "EVENTS" IN THEIR "ORDER!" WHAT IS THE ORDER? DOES THE "LOUD CRY" go to LAODICEA? WHAT UTTER ROT = !!!

ONCE-UPON-A-TIME WE ALL KNEW -

That the "LOUD CRY!" = was the "LAST MESSAGE!" = and went "TO THE WORLD!" But it seems unruly "SPIRITS" = must have many "INVENTIONS." Under the Subject of "MESMERISM" = we find the "SPIRITS" = cannot ever settle on the Truth = but must Counter it. Must deny it. It is the Nature of the BEAST. EW 123-4.
Rather than embark on a spirit and trail of **DEFIANCE** = many times if we would spend **ONE HOUR** with the **INDEX** = it would **CHANGE** our **PRESENT** = our **FUTURE** = our **USELESS VENTURE** down a **TRAIL** of **SORROW** and **BROKEN ALLEGIANCE** = and keep us in the **STRAIGHT** and **NARROW WAY**.

**TURN TO THE INDEX UNDER "LOUD CRY!"**

And what do you find = ??? I was **SO SURE** of my Ground = that I wrote this **BEFORE** I turned to the **INDEX** and found: (I was about ready to write = before I opened the **INDEX:**) = (WELL = !!! This is a **SURPRISE** = !!! Under **OLD INDEX** = only 8 References = !!! And **ONE** of them is a **REPEAT** = !!! So we will go to the **NEW:**)

**LAST WORK OF 3rd ANGEL** as it "**SWELLS TO**" the Loud Cry. **EW 277...**We will do a whole lot better if we go to the **ORIGINAL** without all the **CHANGES** = and find it in **CONTEXT** in **1884 GC 421.** (GC 603.)

**IN CONTEXT MEANS =**

**JUST BEFORE THIS "LOUD CRY" CHAPTER =**

We have "**SPIRITUALISM**" presenting "**LOVE UNLIMITED** and **UNCONDITIONAL!" = 1884 GC 405 = just **BEFORE** the "**LOUD CRY!** " **IN CONTEXT** also means the "**HOLY LAUGH!" = the "**HOLY DANCE!" = and the Preaching "**LOVE!" = and **PRACTICING** it - as they did around the "**HOLY CALF!"**

Very same "**SPIRIT!" of EXUBERANCE and "**CELEBRATION!" Fittingly called: "**THE HOUR OF TEMPTATION!" = of course that is "**JUST BEFORE US...!!" = so that might be "**FUTURISM!" = so perhaps we must not deal with that.

However it is found in **GC 560** and the **PROMISE** to keep "**PHILADELPHIA**" in that **HOUR.** Rev. 3:10.

**BUT THAT "HOUR OF TEMPTATION" =**

Is the "**MIRACLES**" and "**HEALINGS**" and RAISING THE DEAD = **GC 560** = the "**3 UNCLEAN SPIRITS LIKE FROGS!" = **GC 561.** We certainly see it **COMING** = as **OCCULTISM** is **SWEEPING** the World = but it has to take in "**THE WHOLE WORLD!" GC 502. **Which it has not quite done **YET = !!!**

It is the **DEVIL'S TRAIN** of the **LOVE** of God taking the "**WHOLE WORLD**" captive under "**UNIVERSALISM** = the **LIMIT** of "**EXUBERANCE!"** **EW 88,263.** Then we must have the "**3-fold UNION!" GC 588.

**IF YOU ARE NOT INTERESTED IN "CHANGES" IN THE BOOKS =**
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If You Follow The URIAH SMITH CULT =

and the "JEWS" who see only: "ROMANISM! ROMANISM! ROMANISM!" = Then you will be thrown for a Loop = BECAUSE 1884 GC 405 (BEFORE the "LOUD CRY!") tells us it is AMERICAN "PROTESTANTISM!" that STRETCHES HER HAND ACROSS THE GULF TO GRASP THE HAND OF "SPIRITUALISM!" and "SHE" (PROTESTANTISM!) "SHE" will reach over the ABYSS to clasp HANDS with the ROMAN POWER!" 1884 GC 405.

ROMANISM DOES NOT LEAD = !!! WILSON LEADS = !!!

"I SAW (WILSON) linking up ARM in ARM with (CATHOLIC) LAWYERS...but GOD was NOT in their COMPANY...ye go to INQUIRE of BAAL-ZEBUB the god of EKRON?" T8:69. "But a WOE will be upon the man who gives himself to do this Work!" SM 2:153. T1:212-3. MH 197.

1884 GC 405. "PROTESTANTISM will yet "STRETCH HER HAND" across the Gulf to GRASP the HAND of SPIRITUALISM. "SHE" (ADVENTISTS in every issue of P.R.E.A.C.H. (SDA "MINISTRY" MAGAZINE that goes to 250,000 to 300,000 MINISTERS OF OTHER CHURCHES!) (Every 2nd Number!)

BLIND AS VIRGINIA BATS IN THE COAL FIELDS = !!!

They do not WANT the ORIGINAL 1884 GC 405 that tells us "SHE" will UNITE with PENTECOSTALISM SPIRITUALISM and "SHE" the HARLOT of T8:250 = will "CLASP HANDS" with VINCENT RAMIK = !!! And "THEY" will RAMIK THROUGH = not just the SUNDAY LAW when SATAN APPEARS in the "HOUR OF TEMPTATION" but they will also RAMIK THROUGH the "DEATH DECREE!" Magen 1,2. READ ON EVERY PAGE from 1884 GC 405 to "THE LOUD CRY!" p.421. MARK how many Times they will now have "POWER!" (Once they UNITE in the "3-fold UNION!!" just before the 4th "ANGEL" appears.) "...it SWELLS to a LOUD CRY!" 1884 GC 422. WILSON would go to REAGEN and now to BUSH = "...as the question of "ENFORCEMENT" of SUNDAY is WIDELY AGITATED...AS THE TIME COMES FOR THE "LOUD CRY!" 1884 GC 425. Those who have "DEPARTED FROM THE FAITH" = (ADVENTISTS! SM 2:54. MM 88.) will then really go to Town to ASTOUND the BEAST and the WORLD in the MIRACLES THEY CAN PERFORM = as they get the "POWER!" of DEMONS PROMISED = OUTSIDE the Most Holy Place. EW 56. 1846 BROADSIDE.

***********************
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1884 GC 405. "SHE" (ADVENTISM!) would SPEAR-HEAD THIS.
YOUR GC 588. "THEM" would do this = !!! No differ-
ence did you say = ??? "HOW ART THOU FALLEN!" You are a SITTING DUCK for the "7 LAST PLAGUES!" Because if you ONCE ADMIT it is "SHE" that does this = that marks the END of URIAH SMITH MYTHS = !!! And gives NEW IMPETUS to the Words of ELLEN WHITE: "And thou CAPERNAUM [Seventh-day Adventists]...shalt be brought down to "HELL!" RH August 1, 1893.

ALL THIS MUST TRANSPRIE AS WE GEAR UP TO:
"THE LOUD CRY!" SESSLER and WAYNE LEWIS = do not know if they are COMING or GOING = !!! They might as well follow FRED ALABACH and other TALMUDISTS = BACK into the Safety of the "HOLY CITY!" Even now they say they do not know! "NONE ARE TO DECIDE FOR US!" LAST PAGE 30. "PROTESTANT HISTORY" = 1840-1844 AND BEYOND." (POOR DUMB DOGS THAT WILL NOT BARK!) NEUTRAL.
COWARDS. PRETEND WHAT THEY ARE NOT!

THE LOUD CRY = NO SPECIFIC TIME!
"COME OUT OF HER = !!!" 1884 GC 421. GC 603. EW
277. Comes AFTER "SHAKING-SEALING-MIDNIGHT CRY!"
REFRESHING = LATTER RAIN = LOUD CRY = are ONE! EW
271. T1:182. RH 1:32. SDA WILL NOT RECOGNIZE! TM
300,507. "...AS THE JEWISH NATION they know not the "TIME!" of their VISITATION!" TM 402. (LATTER RAIN)
= "I HAVE NO SPECIFIC TIME of which to speak when the OUTPOURING of the HOLY SPIRIT will take place = when the (4th "LOUD CRY" ANGEL) will come down from Heaven..." SM 1:192.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY
WHAT IS WRONG WITH SESSLER = ???


THE LAODICEAN MIND = ADVENTIST "SCHOLARSHIP!"

Just like they say: "DO NOT CRITICIZE = FIND FAULT - CONDEMN!" Then in almost the same Breath = after fencing himself in = so HABITUAL among "SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTISTS" that they do not realize = HONEST PEOPLE - looking on = see that HYPOCRITE turn right around and launch into a TIRADE and RAILING "ACCUSATION!" = FINDING FAULT = CRITICIZING = CONDEMNING everybody else but HIMSELF! He applies it, as did the Jews of Old = to OTHERS! Not HIMSELF! NEVER! - 34 -
AND THAT WAS THE FATAL MISTAKE OF THE JEWS =
AND THAT IS THE FATAL MISTAKE OF THOSE WHO
"SAY THEY ARE "JEWS!" = BUT WHO LIE = AND "ARE NOT!"

In other Words = "HYPOCRITES!" Christ said to His
Apostles "FIRST OF ALL!" = "BEWARE ye of the LEAVEN of
the PHARISEES = which is "HYPOCRICY!" Luke 12:1.

SO WE SAY = "FIRST OF ALL!"

"So APOSTASY in the CHURCH will prepare the way for
"THE IMAGE TO THE BEAST!" GC 444. They will even go
as FAR as they CAN GO = Into the "OMEGA OF APOSTASY!"
SM 1:204-5. (And that last Reference shows EXACTLY
HOW - !!! they will go into the "OMEGA!" and what the
"OMEGA!" = is.) And we need no "ADVENTISTS" nor
"REFORMER!" = that "REFORMS" = NOTHING! to ECHO the
ADVENTIST and try to tell us what is the "OMEGA" of
APOSTASY! Do you know what it is? Where did you find
ANYONE = ANYWHERE = that would DARE to QUOTE what you
find in SM 1:204-5 or have it DETAILED in GC 464,
470-473. SHOW US ONE WRITER that would DARE to show
what is "SAND!" what is an "ICEBERG!" they get off
what "FOUNDATION!" and all this BEFORE the "SUNDAY
LAW!" or "STORM!" GC 443 to 445, 606 to 608. (There
the HISTORY of ADVENTISM is Recorded = but "MULTI-
TUDES" of "ADVENTISTS" know NOTHING of "EVENTS IN
THEIR ORDER!" = as though it was never Written = "and
the Time of Trouble will find - UNREADY!" GC 594.

SO WHEN WE ARE DEALING WITH SESSLER =
WAYNE LEWIS = STAHLMANN = SANTEE = WE ARE DEALING WITH
"JEWISH TALMUDISM!" and nothing MORE and nothing LESS!
THE JEWS ALSO KNOW ONLY ONE THING = they are going to
"WIN!" over the "ROMANS!" and they will DIE = FIGHTING
for that "DEADLY DOGMA!"

AND THAT IS THE TROUBLE WITH BOB SESSLER =
He went all HAY-WIRE on "EVENTS!" and in their
"ORDER!" Will he also SPIN OFF = and go BACK to the
"CHURCH-SYNAGOGUE?" AS SO MANY OTHERS?

TARES AND WHEAT = HE MADE THE FIRST
SLIP OF THE TONGUE = in "WHEAT AND TALES." After
fencing himself in by quoting Christ = "GATHER YE
FIRST THE TALES" = he becomes lost in a Quagmire of
LAODICEAN TRADITION = "GATHER YE FIRST THE WHEAT = !!!"
These are "EVENTS" in their "ORDER?"
WHERE HE FELL ON HIS FACE =

YES! Sr. White wrote it! Yes! She did say the "WHEAT" would be "GATHERED" from the midst of the "TARES!" THE SAFE METHOD WOULD BE = if you are NOT SURE what that means = say "NOTHING!" Until you KNOW = what you are talking about.

SR. WHITE SPOKE OF GATHERING WHEAT = ???

FACT (1) = "ARMAGEDDON" is the "VOICE OF GOD" = there is no other.
FACT (2) = BOTH are in the 6th PLAGUE. AFTER Probation.
FACT (3) = That is Rev. 16:16. THAT is NOT IMPORTANT!
FACT (4) = What IS Important is Rev. 16:13 to 16.
FACT (5) = The "GATHERING TO" = ARMAGEDDON!
FACT (6) = Every "WAR!" can be FAST and FURIOUS!
FACT (7) = It is the "GATHERING TO" - LINING UP OF FORCES = it is a PROCESS! It takes a LONG TIME to make the ACCORDS = which SIDE will you be on = ??? It is a Time for "WINE = WOMEN = and SONG!" You do not start a "WAR!" until you are SURE who will be WITH YOU = !!! This takes TIME = A LONG TIME! The "GATHERING OF THE "TARES!"

FACT (8) = THE LAST CHAPTER OF "GREAT CONTROVERSY" = "At the close of the 1,000 Years." GC 662 (476). This is known as the BATTLE of "GOG and MAGOG." Rev. 20:8. ALL THE FORCES OF EVIL THERE EVER WAS = NOT ONE MISSING! DRAWN UP IN "COMPANIES!" THE MIGHTIEST WARRIORS THAT EVER LIVED! LED BY SATAN AND ALL HIS UNHOLY ANGELS! SEE THE SIGHT IN GC 664 (479).

FACT (9) = "THE DAY HAS COME!" GC 672 (487). "THE HOUR HAS COME...THE TIME HAS COME..." GC 671 (487).

FACT (10) = "THEY SEE IN HIS HANDS THE TABLES OF THE DIVINE LAW!" GC 668 (484).

FACT (11) = Most who read this will VISUALIZE this as the (1) WICKED RAISED. (2) MARCH ON THE CITY!

FACT (12) = You couldn't be MORE WRONG = !!! READ AGAIN = how they build HUGE CITIES! All over the WORLD! Just a FEW CRISP WORDS! RESURRECTION OVER THE FACE OF THE WORLD! Rev. 20:7-9. Even if they MARCHED IMMEDIATELY to the HOLY CITY = it would take MONTHS TO REACH IT = !!! HOW WILL THEY BE FED = ??? SHELTERED = ??? TRANSPORTED = ??? WHERE IS THE FOOD = ???

FACT (13) = The Scene is that of "ORDER!" = MARSHALLED IN "COMPANIES!" GC 664 (478).
FACT (14) = They just pick up their WEAPONS and SURGE FORWARD = ??? THE GREATEST ATOMIC WEAPONRY EVER ASSEMBLED = !!! "SKILLFUL ARTISANS CONSTRUCT IMPLEMENTS OF WAR!" GC 664 (479). JUST A FEW WORDS! Can you IMAGINE the BICKERING = the JOSTLING for POSITION = the DANCE HALLS = the BALL GAMES = the TOBACCO CROPS = all the PREPARATIONS NECESSARY for a WICKED MULTITUDE = APPEARS TO BE 100 YEARS = !!! And their DIET = ??? Isa. 65:4. HUGE PIG FARMS = TOBACCO FIELDS = FIGHTING - QUARRELING = GAMBLING = NOT ONE WILL DIE! HUGE HOSPITAL SYSTEMS = ATOMIC BREEDERS = POISON GAS = did you READ what it SAID = ???. "...such as the combined FORCES of all AGES = ...COULD NEVER EQUAL!" GC 664 (478). They will be so WELL EQUIPPED = that they "KNOW!" = they will WIN = !!!

AND THE MIRACLE IS =

They never pull a Trigger = !!! They were told SATAN had WRESTED the "CITY" and a MOTLEY crew is in charge = but when the ADVANCE SCOUTS come up to the TRANSPARENT WALLS of the City - they stand in BREATHLESS AMAZEMENT = !!! They RECOGNIZE each other = !!! There is HUSBAND = WIFE = CHILD = GRANDMOTHER = NEIGHBOR = CHURCH ELDER = FROOM = WILSON = URIAH SMITH = BILLY GRAHAM = CHURCHILL and his BIG CIGARS! SPURGEON = matching him = CIGAR for CIGAR = !!! BATHING BEAUTIES = do not look so BEAUTIFUL NOW = look BEAT UP = !!! BEDRAGGLED!

AND THE SAINTS = ???

245 MILES OF WALLS ON EACH SIDE! SEE EACH OTHER = EYE EACH OTHER = then in AMAZEMENT they see the SAINTS "FLY!" = to the TOP of the WALLS = !!! EW 293-4. The WICKED cannot FLY = they are EARTH-BOUND = their NERVELESS FINGERS drop from the TRIGGERS = they KNOW it is NO USE = they KNOW they are LICKED = they KNOW they have been TRICKED = and they TURN on EACH OTHER = "YOU!" It was "YOU!" "WITH THE FURY OF DEMONS!" they turn upon each other = ESPECIALLY the PREACHERS! GC 672 (487).

THE SAINTS DID NOT TOUCH ONE OF THEM = !!!

NO MACHINE GUNS MOUNTED = NO HAND GRENADES THROWN! GOD DID NOT TOUCH ONE OF THEM!
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AND THEY ROLL EACH OTHER IN THEIR OWN BLOOD = !!

"BEFORE" the "FIRE and BRIMSTONE" finished the Job. "WEEPING may endure for a Night= but JOY cometh in the Morning." NO MORE TROUBLE-MAKERS = WAR-MONGERS = WHORE-MASTERS = NO MORE DIVORCE COURTS = PEACE like a River will flow. You cannot improve on the Language of GC 677-8. (491-2).

WHAT HAS ALL THIS TO DO WITH SESSLER = ???

And GERMAN (SACRAMENTO) REFORM = and "TRADITIONAL (URIAH SMITH) ADVENTISM" = ???

"ARMAGEDDON" = BEFORE THE 1,000 YEARS =
"GOG AND MAGOG" = AFTER THE 1,000 YEARS = !!!!

Are DRAMATIC = EXCITING = THRILLING = !!!! But have NOTHING WHATEVER = to do with SALVATION! It is the FAST and FURIOUS "BATTLE IN THE DAY OF THE LORD!" NOTHING can be CHANGED = THEN = !!!! So why all the YAPPING about it = ???. WHAT COUNTS IS Rev. 16:13 to 15 = (NOT "16" = !!!!)

"THE GATHERING TO............!!" 

And did NOT ONE "ADVENTIST" (including SESSLER and GERMAN REFORM = and STANDISH and HUDSON "AWAKENING") WHAT DID "THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" SAY ABOUT "THE GATHERING TIME = ???." BEFORE "THE BATTLE IN THE DAY OF THE LORD!" EW 69.

WHERE SESSLER AND THOSE WHO COMPILED HIS BOOKS =
WHERE THEY FAILED = !!! (APPEARS TO BE A "GERMAN REFORM" MOVEMENT = like the SHEPHERD’S RODS in 1959 = like STANDISH CONSORTIUM NOW = trying to take over = "CONTROL!" WILL THEY WIN by their DEVIOUS METHODS and DECEPTIVE TEACHINGS = ???)

***************

FACT (15) = "TIME = PLACE = CIRCUMSTANCES!" "GATHER YE FIRST THE TARES!"

FACT (16) = THIS TOOK A LONG TIME = to form UNIONS = COALITIONS = CONFEDERACIES = BONDS = MERGERS = CLUBS = POSITIONS = took a LONG = LONG = TIME = to get READY for the "WAR!"

FACT (17) = they WEASED OUT = PUSHED OUT = the ones they did not WANT = !!!
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FACT (17) [cont.] = Until they found their OWN CLICHE. THE FORCES OF EVIL CONVERGE TAKE "LIBERTY" FROM THE EARTH = to FORCE them to ACCEPT the "MARK OF THE BEAST." THEN GOD STEPS IN = !!!

FACT (18) = HERE IS WHERE SESSLER AND GERMAN REFORM = went off the Deep-End. "SEALING!" MEANS NOTHING! "LATTER RAIN!" MEANS NOTHING! "LOUD CRY!" MEANS NOTHING! ON-GOING THING! BEEN GOING ON SINCE 1844 or since 1888 or who cares WHEN = !!!

FACT (19) = But what if the SOP records this as the MOST IMPORTANT "EVENT" IN THE HISTORY OF THE WORLD! AT THE VERY "TIME" FORCES OF EVIL WANT TO PUT A "MARK" ON YOU = SO YOU CANNOT "BUY" OR "SELL" = without that "MARK!"

FACT (20) = THAT MOVE = has EXHAUSTED the PATIENCE OF GOD - !!! He is about to LOWER the BOOM on the WICKED = as He did in the Days of Noah = in the Days of Lot = in the Days of OLD JERUSALEM = THE GREATEST SLAUGHTER SINCE THE WORLD BEGAN = !!! Spoken of as "A TIME OF TROUBLE!" Matt. 24:21. Spoken of as "7 LAST PLAGUES!" Rev. 16 = culminating in verse 16 = "ARMAGEDDON!" WARNED OF BY 7 TRUMPETS in Rev. 8:.....9:....."THE ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION!" Matt. 24:15,16. (A TIME TO "FLEE!") TIME TO FLEE = AND REASON TO FLEE = 1884 GC 445. The VERY PLACE THE URIAH SMITH GANG of 5 = CUT THE SENTENCE IN HALF! GC 616 = find the OTHER HALF of the SENTENCE = 10 PAGES AWAY! = GC 626.

FACT (21) = THE CULMINATION OF THE PLAN OF SALVATION = the END of the PATIENCE of GOD = when the WORLD institutes "FORCE!" = you cannot BUY or SELL TO PROTECT THE SAINTS = God sends 6 ANGELS WITH "SLAUGHTER WEAPONS" IN THEIR HANDS = MIKE CLUTE AND THE DEVIL = would try to STOP THEM! "SATAN... DESIRED THEM TO LIVE = TO PRACTICE THEIR ABOMINA- TIONS, AND CONTINUE THEIR REBELLION...(UNTIL THE FLOOD)...SO IT WILL BE NOW!" PP,102.

FACT (22) = To put a STOP = !!! To all GERMAN REFORM GABBLING = is one Word = "OR!"

***************

(1900) "NOW, when the Great Work of JUDGING THE "LIVING" is ABOUT to "BEGIN!"...In every Case the great decision "IS=TO=BE-MADE" whether we shall re- ceive the "MARK OF THE BEAST" = or = or = or = THE "SEAL!" OF THE LIVING GOD!" T6:130. (1900).
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"WHEN" DOES THIS TAKE PLACE = ???

"WHEN" you obey the "DECREES!" that COMMAND you to
CEASE from LABOR on "SUNDAY!" ...you CONSENT to
RECEIVE the "MARK" of the BEAST = and REFUSE the
"SEAL" of God!" RH July 13, 1897. EV 235.

BOTH GO TOGETHER - CONCURRENTLY = !

IT IS ONE = OR THE OTHER = !

AT THE SAME TIME = !

*************************

FACT (23) = 6 ANGELS COME OUT OF THE TEMPLE OF GOD IN
HEAVEN - (I am sure Satan would NOT come OUT OF
THAT PLACE = !!!) = with "SLAUGHTER WEAPONS" in
their hands = READY TO CUT DOWN THE PREACHERS IN
THE ADVENTIST PULPITS THAT BLEAT = "HE IS TOO
MERCIFUL TO VISIT HIS PEOPLE IN JUDGMENT!" "THUS
PEACE AND SAFETY IS THE CRY!"...from these DUMB
DOGS that would not BARK!..."ALL PERISH TOGETHER!"
T5:211-2. (HIS LAST SERMON.) EZEKIEL 9:...

FACT (24) = Here is where SESSLER MISSED THE BOAT = !!!
"GATHER YE FIRST THE TARES!" is a LOONG "PROCESS!"
= but as God is about to Lower the Boom on them =
HE SEES that there are some TRAPPED in there =
WIVES = CHILDREN = a Way of ESCAPE must be made!
So the "WHEAT" is "GATHERED" from among the TARES.
Or in the Language of T5:81 = "IN THIS "TIME" = the
"GOLD" will be "SEPARATED" from the "DROSS" in the
CHURCH!" T5:81. (LEAVING WHAT = ???)

"A COMPANION OF FOOLS WILL BE DESTROYED!"


"The ANGEL is to place a "MARK" upon the FOREHEAD of
"ALL" who are "SEPARATED FROM" = SIN and SINNERS = and the DESTROYING ANGEL will follow = to slay UTTERLY
both OLD and YOUNG!" T5:505,13. RH 2:255. DA 152.
SG 2:201.

FACT 25) = This is a LAST MOMENT "GATHERING" of the
"WHEAT" who have not yet "LEFT" the TARES. A WIFE
and her CHILD = will be SUDDENLY called to look
after a SICK RELATIVE = and NEVER come BACK! The
Lord has 10,000 ways to accomplish this. We have
nothing to fear in this matter!
"FAMILY CONNECTIONS = CHURCH RELATIONS =

Are **POWERLESS** to stay them now. **TRUTH** is more precious than all besides. Notwithstanding the agencies **COMBINED** against the **TRUTH** = a **LARGE NUMBER** take their stand upon the **LORD'S SIDE.**" GC 612. (430).

FACT (26) = There will be **GREAT CONFUSION** = there will be a "SCATTERING" and a "GATHERING" at the **SAME TIME = !!!** THE **BEST REFERENCE** WE HAVE FOR THIS = EW 69. "EVERY JEWEL (EW 81-3) will be brought "OUT!" and "GATHERED!"..."THE REMNANT!" EW 70. (Also 71.)

**THIS IS THRILLING = !!! TO KNOW THE TRUTH =**

And see the Scroll...1990 is a "CRISIS" YEAR = no doubt about it!

"**ONE DAY ALONE IS GIVEN YOU =**

"**MAKE THE MOST OF IT = !!!**"

*******************************************************************************

**HAVE WE MADE THIS SUBJECT CLEAR = ???

(A) There are 2 "GATHERINGS."
(B) **TARES** gather themselves over a Period of **DECADERS**!
(C) Also called an **APOSTASY!**
(D) Also called a **COUNTERFEIT.**
(E) **GOD IS "WAITING"** for them to go as far as He will **TOLERATE = right into the DREADED "OMEGA!" = "... and I TREMBLED for our people!" SM 1:203.
(F) "So **APOSTASY in THE CHURCH** will prepare the way for the "**IMAGE TO THE BEAST**!" GC 444. (278.)
(G) **THIS, she said = would be an AMALGAM of "WE ARE THE CLAY!" Isa. 64:8. "GOING TO B.C." 124. "The **MINGLING** of CHURCH CRAFT and **STATE CRAFT** is represented by the "**IRON** and the "**CLAY!" They have invested their strength in **POLITICS = and have UNITED with the **PAPACY."


T1:360-1. PK 437,503. MM 119-127. 204-5.

T8:187. **MAGEN 1,2. (If you don't see it now = your Case is HOPELESS!)

(H) "**I saw men linking up ARM in ARM with "LAWYERS!" =

But **GOD** was **NOT** in their Company..."Is it not because there is **NOT A "GOD" IN "ISRAEL" = that ye go to inquire of "**BAAL-ZEBUB" = the **god** of **EKRON?" 2 Kings 1:3. **- 41 -**
"IS IT NECESSARY FOR THE LORD

To come to you with a "ROD!" = to show you that you need a higher experience...the sparks that ye have kindled!" T8:69 to 75. (Are you in that "COMPANY?" Without God = and without hope! (Will you ever learn?) "What we have been years learning = they will have to learn in a few months!" EW 67. Thank God if you still have "a few months!" You can learn one thing = now that you have the book open = turn to page 69 and there is the truth in a nut-shell = ! ! !

(I) The real "OMEGA!" is not what "THEY" do = ! ! !

(J) The real "OMEGA!" is what "YOU" do = ! ! ! Do you still pay them $700 or $800 a year and then pretend you are not guilty with them = ?? ? Your "HEART" is where your "TREASURE" is = so are your convictions! You go there and listen to "RAILING ACCUSATIONS!" and it does not bother one bit = ?? ? "How art thou fallen!"

(K) (Lawyers.) They hunt out and ferret = "health reformers!" and keep a nest of "lawyers" to take them to "law!" They are asking for the "judgments of God" on that very "institution" that harbors that nest of Baal-worshippers!

(L) Another nest of lawyers in the "hawaiian lawsuit case." To protect their "good name!" What "good name?" Did not know they had one = ! ! ! RH 3:17.

(M) "Therefore will I number you to the sword!... And ye shall leave your name!" for a "curse!" unto my chosen = for the Lord God shall slay thee = and call his servants by "another name!"

Isa. 65:12, 15.

(N) 1914 = they joined Kaiser bill = they lost!
1939 = they joined catholic Hitler = they lost!
1973 = they joined Billy Graham = they lost!
1989 = these "born-losers!" = intended to win = by joining RED (JEWISH) BOLSHEVISM = by that "moscow press" = now RED Bolshevism is crumbling = so are "they!" EW 69.


***************

This is now = May 25, 1990. The scene is ever= changing. What we wrote yesterday = has to be changed tomorrow. We are working on 3 papers at the same time.
WE JUST PUT IN THE MAIL =

**PUBLICATION #653 = "THE KNIGHT BOOK"** which was begun December 3, 1989.

**PUBLICATION #654 = "MAGAZINE FOREWORD" =** sent out before. This one started - January 2, 1990.

**PUBLICATION #655 = "A WORD TO THE LITTLE FLOCK" =** p.28 (WTF 28). NEXT = March 15, 1990.

**PUBLICATION #656 = "LOVE = !!!"** This one begun April 3, 1990.

**PUBLICATION #657 = "SESSLER" =** we are working on this one = TODAY. We began - April 25, 1990.

**INSERT #658 = "BLACK & WHITE!"** We began May 15, 1990.

**PUBLICATION #659 = "THE HOUR OF TEMPTATION" =** we began May 16, 1990.

**IN BETWEEN TIME = WE MAKE "NOTES."**

AS WITH THIS PAPER = "SESSLER" = we may ask the Question = now that everything has CHANGED in the POLITICAL and RELIGIOUS WORLD = are they still going AHEAD with that "MOSCOW PRESS = ???" Then in this SAME PAPER - we now ADD =

I OFTEN HAVE TO SPEND AN HOUR AND EVEN TWO = !!!

Before I can DOCUMENT = ONE SENTENCE! So I looked for the LATEST REPORT FOR HOURS! = they are going ahead with that "MOSCOW PRESS = !!!" Come HELL or HIGHWATER! EVEN IF "MIKHAIL GORBACHEV" and "GLASNOST" and "PERESTROIKA" = is CHANGING EVERYTHING = "ANY RELIGION" is now FREE to print their OWN LITERATURE = and NOT DEPENDENT on this "ADVENTIST PRESS!" But AR April 19, 1990 p.7(399) = shows them going ahead with this "COSMOPOLITAN SDA PRESS" = to print ANYTHING for ANYBODY = going ahead anyway = GLIB AND SLICK =

STUBBORN and STUPID = AS THE DEVIL = !!!

"HOEHN!" = you're using "LANGUAGE!" ("NO "CHRISTIAN" WOULD EVER TALK LIKE THAT!") and the UNBELIEVING HUSBAND = and the UNBELIEVING WIFE = would NEEDLE that "BELIEVER!" so that ONE after the other will WRITE = "take our Name off your MAILING LIST!!"

SATAN HAS A REAL BELLY-LAUGH = !!!

He has "WON!" = again! SHUT US DOWN = now the UNBELIEVER and the CRITIC and the CONDEMNER has HIS or HER WAY = they have WON = no more "HOEHN!" in this House = !!!
BUT WAIT A MINUTE!

Let's haul back = No "CHRISTIAN" would "TALK LIKE THAT = !!!!" Well, how about "GOD" and "ELLEN WHITE" talking LIKE THAT = !!!! And "HOHN" does not need to GIVE IN to "UNBELIEVERS!" who have so long LISTENED to that PULPIT JESTER = and THEOLOGICAL JOKE = that they need a CHALLENGE = !!!!

"THE TESTIMONY OF JESUS!" PUT INTO THE WRITINGS =

If we can show you = 100 TIMES = !!! Adventists are "STUPID!" = "STUBBORN!" = "POSSESSED BY THE DEVIL!" = just like the "PHARISEES" of Old = if we can show you that = 100 TIMES! And you have to pay $10.00 for every one over 100 = you better have a LOT=OF=MONEY= READY = !!! And before you SLAP ME over the Mouth = !!! You can SLAP that Adventist "UNBELIEVER" over the MOUTH =

BECAUSE THEY ARE "STUPID" = "STUBBORN!" = "AS THE DEVIL!" = to go ahead and do as they did with the "HOSPITAL SYSTEM" = great swelling Words of VANITY = how much "MONEY!" they would SAVE! And everything CHANGED in the HEALTH LAWS = so they have been running from Pillar to Post - trying to FIGURE OUT what to do = OPEN THEIR HOSPITAL DOORS WIDE OPEN = EXPOSE ADVENTIST PERSONELL to Reap a BUMPER CROP of INFECTIOUS and DEADLY "AIDS!" = to look after "HOMOS!" as one means to COVER-UP the STUPID MISTAKE of this "2 BILLION $ DEBT" = and another NEW IDEA = is throw them BACK under INDIVIDUAL and INDEPENDENT AUTHORITY = !!! LIKE THE COMMUNISTS FOUND = like the ADVENTISTS FOUND = perhaps JEWISH TALMUD "GROUP SALVATION" is not so Hot after all = perhaps the "INDIVIDUALS" can do = what the "GROUP!" can NEVER do = !!! Which was God's way right from the Start = !!! Are they finding that out = the HARD WAY = ??? AR March 8, 1900. p.6.(246.)

COMMUNISM and ADVENTISM = ARE FINDING OUT =

THE SAME THING = AT THE SAME TIME = !!! Stop 100 Years of "CURSING!" the "INDEPENDENTS!" and the "INDIVIDUALS!" ROUNDLY CURSING them for "100 YEARS = !!! And to save their Hide = they have to go BACK = to the INDEPENDENT INDIVIDUAL = who can do BETTER than JEWISH TALMUD and ROMISH HIERARCHY =

- 44 -
POLITBURRO—ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROL = !!!! THE "INDIVIDUAL" CAN DO BETTER!

"WE MUST LEARN TO STAND ALONE! THE SOONER = WE LEARN THIS = THE BETTER!" EW 105, 120. GC 142, 395.
RH Dec. 18, 1888. PUR 203. OHC 328. TM 490. But the Adventist = through force of Habit = and because he is "BLIND!" = will go on "CURSING" the INDIVIDUAL. Even if Moses was "ALONE!" = ELIJAH = ISAIAH = EZEKIEL = PAUL = ELLEN WHITE = and all the Rest! GC 142. (118).

IT IS WHEN A CHURCH = SEEKS "MULTITUDES!"

As FROOM and ANDERSON did when they sought to BARNHOUSE and MARTIN = kicked up their Heels that they were no longer "ALONE!" = that they go into the GREATEST APOTASY from which they will NEVER RECOVER. If you never heard this before = hear it now:

(A) When a BAPTIST CHURCH took SIDES = should we permit SMOKING or NOT = ???

(B) On another occasion = should we remain PACIFIST or JOIN the MILITARY ARMY HORDES = ???

(C) Which SEGMENT became by far the BIGGEST = ???

(D) The End of the Picture is the LARGEST CHURCH OF ALL = the CATHOLICS = that is WHY they became the BIGGEST = because they allowed = EVERYTHING = ???
The PRIEST can SMOKE the BIGGEST CIGARS = drink from the BIGGEST BOTTLE = and you can bet on it = THAT = will be the BIGGEST = MOST POPULAR "CHURCH!"

(E) So why did FROOM start the BIG DRIVE = to "GET=THE = MONEY!" and "GET THE MEMBERS!" as an all-out OBSESSION.

(F) First they IMITATED the "BILLY GRAHAM" METHODS = it did not Work!

(G) Then they IMITATED the "BILLY GRAHAM" DOCTRINE = they could have known that = RIGHT FROM THE BEGINNING = that if they WANT the "BILLY GRAHAM" (NCC = WCC = "EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE" = GC 445.) = if FROOM and ANDERSON = followed by WILSON and KNIGHT = if they want that Kind of "SUCCESS!" = Preach that "KIND" of DOCTRINE = !!! SELL "ADVENTISM" down the BABYLON RIVER = !!

(H) When WIELAND objected to THAT in 1950 = when he said NOT ONE WORD about "1888 RE-EXAMINED!" = but which they SHOVED into his HANDS to SIGN = ...
(he SIGNED) = and let BILLY GRAHAM and the BILLY GRAHAM DOCTRINE = take over = !!! So he could get his CREDENTIALS back = !!!

(I) THAT WAS EXACTLY WHAT PAXTON SAW = !!! And CHALLENGED ADVENTISTS FROM COAST TO COAST = if they gave them their little Finger = why not go ALL=THE=WAY = ??? Into the "GOSPEL" of "EVANGELICAL" FREEDOM FROM "LAW!" = and hence = the "QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINE" BOOK = !!! WHAT A CLOWNING ACT and "COURT FOOL" JOKE = !!! One after the other = refusing to look FACTS in the FACE = and PRETENDING they still go = by the "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE!" The Third Angel long since = SHOT DOWN = !!! THE FIRST SHOT put his RIGHT WING in a SLING!


(K) "PHILOSOPHY and VAIN DECEIT...the SCIENCE of the HUMAN MIND...The MIRACLES and WORKS of CHRIST = (SERPENT-LIKE) HE MAKES ALL "HUMAN!" (Heard that one lately = ???)...SATAN, transformed into an Angel of LIGHT...PHRENOLOGY = PSYCHOLOGY = and MESMERISM (JULIA WRIGHT and HOEHN MET IT FACE TO FACE! an Ancient Art of TALMUDISM! Who are the main "PSYCHOLOGISTS!")...the CHANNEL (These people call it "CHANNELING!") THE CHANNEL through which SATAN HAS COME more directly to this GENERATION ...with that "POWER!" which was to characterize his work NEAR=THE=CLOSE=OF=PROBATION! READ 2 Thess. 2:8-12...PHARAOH CALLED FOR THE "MAGICIANS!"..."POWER!"..."INHERENT POWER!"...TO TEAR AWAY THE FOUNDATION!...POOR BLIND MORTALS!" (READ ON!) SG 4:80-5. T1:290-6. PK 527. Gal. 1:10. AA 394.

POWER-POX = "POWER! FOR A FINISHED WORK!"

"ISRAEL"

Do you see what is happening in the World today = ???
You know there is a Collapse of "COMMUNISM!" = some things that happen = fall into place like DOMINOES.
The Last "EVENTS" will take place "with the Speed of Lightning!" At different times when we thought the "SEALING" might be on = there was still that "MISSING ELEMENT" to be fulfilled. What were some of these "MISSING ELEMENTS?" that we somehow ignored = ???
That when ONE takes place = OTHERS follow like a Deck of Cards. We have been plainly told = we will NOT grasp or Understand them UNTIL the SCROLL UNROLLS.
Some of us see the Scroll Unrolling = others of us are BLIND as Virginia Bats in the Coal-Fields = and will NEVER see even when we are engulfed by it = for we will hang on to "TRADITION" = as the JEWS did in Old Jerusalem = wanting to RULE THE WORLD = this "HERREN FOLK" Race of PROUD and HAUGHTY "PHARISEES" would not acknowledge defeat even after the Roman Generals and Officers stood Face to Face to the last Moment = they expected "GOD" to perform a last minute Miracle to pull them out of the Trap they had prepared for themselves.
ELLEN WHITE called it "THE SNARES OF SATAN" = they did not like that so they took out 4 Pages dealing with how Satan is going to "SNARE" (TRAP!) = "ADVENTISTS."
Like some who have CANCER = do not want to be told. So LAODICEA = have this IRREVERSIBLE "DISEASE" = do not want to be told. Somehow, in the past = give it enough Time = and it will seem to blow away = that was what the JEWS THOUGHT = and DIED ACCORDINGLY.

WE HAVE DRIFTED INTO THE "MIDNIGHT HOUR" OF complete and hopeless "DARKNESS" = even "IMPEMENTRABLE!"
It is Time we opened our eyes and saw =

DOMINO (1) = THE COLLAPSE OF COMMUNISM.

"THE CANADIAN BROADCASTING COMMISSION" = a Government Funded Media = puts on MILLION and MULTI-MILLION $ "DOCUMENTARIES." They may Feature the World of "ISLAM" = of "REX HUMBART" of "KATHERINE KULLMAN" = of "MORMONISM" = of "HINDUISM" = of "GREAT STATESMEN" = and of:
"ISRAEL."

Every Camera man, every Reporter = was a JEW! We mention this, we have taken up all this to emphasize ONE THING! One after the other of LEADING JEWS in TEL AVIV = avow that over 85% of them are "ATHEISTS." It is an INSULT to our Intelligence for "KNOW-NOTHING" PREACHERS to get up there and tell us the "JEWS" believe in "ONE GOD!" When the TRUTH is (by their own admission!) = that the BIGGEST MAJORITY believe in "NO GOD!" Their "GOD" is "DEAD!" In the Days of the Bible = the "FOOL!" said in his Heart = "THERE IS NO GOD!" Today the"FOOL!" says it OPENLY! NOTHING but a DARK VOID in the recesses of his DARK MIND.

SO ANGRY THAT "GOD" DID NOT HELP THEM

In OLD "JERUSALEM!" SO ANGRY that the Words of Christ were PROVEN TRUE = !!! That rather than "BELIEVE" in "THAT" = they would rather believe in "NOTHING!" A BLACK VOID. Now we expect such people to build a "UTOPIA!" Well, they did = they called it:

"COMMUNISM!" THEY KILLED MILLIONS =

The Greatest "HOLOCAUST" in the World = to ENFORCE their "RELIGION!" = the RELIGION of NOTHING! That can only live = off the backs of OTHERS. If you do not know it yet = you will soon know it. THE STRONGEST NATION IN THE WORLD from one End = AMERICA has funnelled all the WEALTH of the AMERICAN NATION into the Coffers of "ATHEISTIC ZIONISM." The Figures go from $1,000.00 to $2,400.00 for every MAN - WOMAN - and CHILD in the "HOLY LAND!" And if we are to believe the BOOKS that the JEWS THEMSELVES WRITE about this "UTOPIA!" = they have more INFLATION - STRIKES - POVERTY - MISMANAGEMENT = than any other System on Earth. In spite of this SHOWER of AMERICAN SUPPORT = almost BANKRUPTING themselves to feed that DEADLY RATTLE-SNAKE WAR MACHINE = proving once again the Words of Christ that "PROSPERITY" and "PEACE" does not come by "FORCE!"

THE PHARISEES CRUCIFIED JESUS =
THE PHARISEES SLAUGHTERED BILLIONS
TO INSTILL INTERNATIONAL "COMMUNISM!"

Here's what we want to see "FIRST OF ALL!"...
DOMINO (1) =

The COLLAPSE of the ROTTEN EDIFICE called "COMMUNISM!" Built on a ROTTING FOUNDATION = "ATHEISM!" The COLLAPSE of "ATHEISM!" in the World = (not just in RUSSIA!) Paves the way for DOMINO (2) = ACCORDING to the PREDICTIONS of ELLEN WHITE = ("THE SPIRIT OF PROPHECY!") AT THE VERY TIME "ADVENTISTS" REPUDIATE IT! OR ARE YOU STILL SO BLIND YOU STILL DO NOT SEE IT = ??? Go back and read the JOINT BOOK by FROOM= WILSON = running down the SOP FROM ONE End of it to the other! ANDREWS BARELY MENTION THE SOP ANY MORE!

DOMINO (1) = the Collapse of ATHEISTIC INTERNATIONAL RED BOLSHEVISM!

DOMINO (2) = JUST AS PREDICTED = !!! "ROMANISM"

RESTORED IN "THE OLD WORLD!" GC 616.

DOMINO (3) = ADVENTISTS REPUDIATE = HATE = IGNORE = "THE TESTIMONIES!" SM 1:48. SM 2:78.

DOMINO (4) = ADVENTIST LEADERS TAYLOR THEIR DOCTRINES TO CONFORM TO THE OTHER CHURCHES. GC 442 to 445 shows how they become "IN COMMON!" By "AUTUMN COUNCIL RESOLUTION" RH Dec. 18, 1969. GIVING BIRTH TO BED-TIME STORY "MAXWELL BOOK" = featured MORE than any other Book in the History of Adventism = "MAN THE WORLD NEEDS MOST" = not a VESTIGE of "THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE" IN IT! FEATURED over their 2 largest TELECAST PROGRAMMES by PIERSON-WILSON = 1970 to 1980. We have the last 400.

DOMINO (5) = The "OMEGA!" (AS FAR AS THEY CAN GO "APOSTASY!") is that "DEVIL'S TRAIN" going with the Speed of LIGHTNING! "UNIVERSALISM!" Not only does God NOT "DESTROY" but His "LOVE!" is so "UNLIMITED!" and "UNCONDITIONAL!" that He will even Save = MIKE CLUTE and FRED (FOREVER WRONG!) WRIGHT! Even 144,000 LAODICEANS and an "INNUMERABLE MULTITUDE" that no HOUTEFF=FROOM=ANDERSON=GROTHER= NAGEL = BREWER=GREENE=WILKINSON=RIEND=can "NUMBER!" EW 88,263. GC 544,588.

DOMINO (6) = "WHAT I LIKE ABOUT...!" and "CELEBRATION"

CHURCH = repeat of "HOLY FLESH!" T8:41. LOR = "WE ARE SINLESS!" and "WE ARE GODS!" = NO! we were NOT looking for them to go THAT FAR! LED BY JEWS = !!! Who also took over the CATHOLIC CHURCH by their "TRADITION!" As in the Days of Christ = JEWISH TALMUD = "HELL-FIRE!" TRADITION! What people will SLOP UP OUT OF THE "IN COMMON!" = TROUGH!
DOMINO (6) = (cont.) = Even a PIG could not believe THAT! ADVENTISTS call in Members of the "SWINE-HERDERS UNION!" to make them "LUKEWARM!" again!

DOMINO (7) = As the NATIONS REPUDIATE "ATHEISTIC JEWISH COMMUNISM" before they STARVE TO DEATH! and Open their Gates WIDE for "ROMANISM" as is PREDICTED! (To "SAVE!" them! Going from the FIRE back into the FRYING PAN!) A REPEAT of the PREDICTED "FRENCH REVOLUTION!"

DOMINO (8) = JIMMY SWAGGART = May 6 and next Week = 1990 = his MEMBERS sat with OPEN MOUTHS as he LAMBASTED "JEWISH PHARISEEISM!" = "COMMUNISM!" ROASTED them in the "EVANGELICAL "HELL!" = OTHER TELEVISION PROGRAMMES OUT TO REPUDIATE "JEWISH PHARISEEISM = RED BOLSHEVISM!" = making the Re-UNIFICATION OF GERMANY and CATHOLICISM = CERTAIN! As the NEWS-MEDIA changes its COILS to turn AGAINST the JEWS who will soon have: "NO PLACE TO HIDE!" "HE that LIVES by the SWORD - will DIE by the SWORD!" See Matt. 26:52. Rev. 13:10. They BOASTED and BLEW once too often that "THEY" invented CORDITE CANNON (GUN POWDER) = the ATOM BOMB = the LETTER BOMB = the PARCEL BOMB = they and CHURCHILL = BOMBING of DEFENSELESS CIVILIANS and WIPING OUT ENTIRE CITIES = have the LARGEST "SMALL ARMS" and "AMMUNITION" FACTORIES in ZIONISM-ISRAEL and will "SELL TO ANYONE = NO QUESTIONS ASKED!" = those who DENY this are the "KNOW-NOTHING!" THOUSANDS of WRITERS are now FLOODING the World with what they knew for DECADES = but were AFRAID to say it until the BERLIN WALL came down = the LAST to WRITE it are the JESTERS that WILSON has in the "REVIEW" OFFICES. He would rather spend THOUSANDS of your $'s to Honor "OPERATION WHITECOAT" and the WAR-MONGERS ready to release DISEASE GEMS in the Earth. As Written in Daniel = 8:..."HONOR THE GOD OF FORCES!" "With a SMALL PEOPLE!" - "Cast the SANCTUARY to the GROUND!" = and END up as SR. WHITE SAID they would END UP = "THE ABOMINATION OF DESOLATION" = the "ANTICHRIST" = SM 1:205. "WORTHLESS..RUIN...STORM AND TEMPEST would sweep away the STRUCTURE!" "MEET IT!" "GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!" They SPLIT a SENTENCE in HALF where she was shown when and why to "FLEE!" into the ISOLATED PLACES.
DOMINO (8) = (cont.) = They SHIFTED that from 1884 GC...to GC 616 = 10 pages away! to GC 626. NICE PEOPLE! Oh! They do "LOVE" you truly! See their "LOVE!" last to EW 282. GC 656. "It was YOU... YOU told us...!" (Wilson spent THOUSANDS of $'s honoring SDA ARMY "BACTERIAL WARFARE" CULTURERS = MIXERS = "GUINEA PIGS" called: "WHITECOAT."

THE WORLD

Sees RED BOLSHEVISM - RULE BY FORCE = FAILS! Cannot feed their own people! BOLSHEVISM is the BASTARD SON of ROMANISM = !!. Now they go BACK into the Arms of "MAMA!" OPEN WARFARE AGAINST PHARISEE-JEW=MADE = RED BOLSHEVISM = that ANYONE without any BRAINS at all = knew would be a FAILURE = now they go back to "MAMA!"

ELLEN WHITE:

"ROMANISM in the OLD WORLD!" GC 616. Can this be done without REPERCUSSIONS around the WORLD = ???. ADVENTISTS = caught in the Middle = using CATHOLIC LAWYERS = JEWISH = "TALMUD" RELIGION = did not come out on EITHER SIDE = and yet came out on ALL-SIDES=!!
Their PERFIDITY will catch up to them as ACCUSATIONS will fly THICK and FAST = and they will do a YO-YO JOB of standing on one Leg and then the other = as both JEWISH FORCES and CATHOLIC LAW = move in AGAINST them = as she offered herself to BOTH SIDES = ALL SIDES = and will be "BEATEN WITH MANY STRIPES!" and we will have to resort to our WRITINGS OF THE PAST = to PROVE that we are NOT "ONE=OF=THEM!!"

THESE ARE "DOMINOS" FALLING INTO PLACE =

Do you know what the next DOMINOS are = ???

DOMINO (9) = GOING "HOSPITAL CRAZY!" as we wrote when we saw them buying "10 HOSPITALS AT A TIME!". Havi-
ing some CRAZY NOTION that they would make MONEY on HOSPITALIZATION = even if 75% of STAFF was "GREEKS=
TURKS = ATHEISTS = HOMOS and LESBIANS" = now the CHICKENS have come Home to ROOST as they are going to lose = most ALL of them = !!! EVEN NOW they are about 100% under GOVERNMENT CONTROL. They forgot to read = T5:479.

AT THIS POINT I RECEIVED "AUSTRALIAN SENTINEL"
"THE BELLBROOK SENTINEL" = BELLBROOK, N.S.W. 2440, AUSTRALIA. (Also Called: "THE DAYSPRING." No. 7, 1990.) You want to be SURE to get this NUMBER edited by CAREY ROWLANDSON, Misty Mountain, Via BELLBROOK, N.S.W. 2440, AUSTRALIA.

STEPS TO CONVERSION OF AN ADVENTIST:

(1) Especially a "BORNED" Adventist. Raised, Bred and Suckled on a steady "LAODICEAN" Diet. Change his Bottle-Formula and he is liable to go into severe CRAMPS or running DIARRHEA with or without DIAPER RASH. Needs to be nursed carefully.

(2) Never having been EXPOSED to the ARGUMENTS of BAAL = BALAAM = BACCHUS = BALAK = BABYLON and PHILISTIA = he may be SHOCKED = ENTRANCED = DELIGHTED = wonders what he has been MISSING = why did his Parents not tell him = ???

(3) So in TIME = he may FALL for it as THOUSANDS of others have = or he may be able to RECOVER himself from the first Slug from that WINE-CUP of the HARLOT of Revelation 14 = 17 or 18.

(4) Or, if = as so many others of his Kin = learn of "ABOMINATIONS" in his own COMMUNE or FAMILY of "ADVENTISTS" = he may brush it aside as something LOCAL = or, if not = and he begins to see an "IN COMMON" Pattern = and hears the AUTUMN COUNCIL passed a Resolution to Preach "IN COMMON" with the other Churches = and the lovely sounding "REASON" (there is always a "REASON")= to VIOLATE his CONSCIENCE and the Conscience of others = and ADD=TO=THAT = if he should ever learn that this was the PROGRESSIVE STEPS TO PERDITION that the SOP foresaw 100 Years ago = that they would be "IN COMMON" with the other Churches = GC 442 to 445. And if BRINSMEAD of the HUDSON "AWAKENING" (a "BORNED" Adventist) = (We are being RUN by "BORNED" Adventists who know from NOTHING! in most Cases!) = who, like FROOM and "DOG-CATCHER" ANDERSON = know only to "WIN!!" them by Teaching the SAME as they do - hence the "QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINE" Book and other Books of a "NEW ORDER!" SM 1:204. (Until they hit 205.) The SAME as BALAAM until Elijah came along! and PHINEHAS = PP 456-461.
(5) If he seems to suddenly AWAKE! from a RIP-VAN-WINKLE SLEEP = and realizes with ASTONISHMENT that BOB WHITE (FIRST!) = JAMES WANG (SECOND!) = other Big Wheels like STANDISH and WHEELING (THIRD!) = begin to question the placing of "TITHE!" = we may Rejoice that they are getting their EYES OPEN = to understand their Responsibilities for what is DONE with the TITHE! (After a 20-Year SLEEP!) = and we Think and we Hope they will go ALL=THE=WAY = !!!!

(6) But there are 2 Strikes against us. (1) BIBLE AND TESTIMONIES = things are going to get "WORSE and WORSE!" not BETTER! (2) HOW will they get WORSE = ??? These people have never learned and will never learn = to call on people to go by INDIVIDUAL RESPONSIBILITY!" but their "SALVATION BY GROUP!" caused them to flee "INTO" the "HOLY CITY" for fear of the "SUNDAY LAWS!" and, as happened in OLD JERUSALEM = it is ONE FACTION against ANOTHER FACTION = and that is ALL this amounts to = !!! (WE HOPE IT WAS FOR REAL = !!!) (THE WHEELING LETTER!!)

(7) THE BIG WHEELS = have laid their Plans over a Year ago = to Boot the WILSON GANG OUT = !!! And "THEY" take over = !!! As the "SHEPHERD'S ROD" tried in the Spring of 1959. HISTORY REPEATED! Same old stunt. "SPEW OUT!" still means "GOING THRU!" and THEY are about to "SEE IT THRU!" They do NOT believe ELLEN WHITE who said: "THRU TO HELL!" RH August 1, 1893. This is a REPEAT of the HISTORY of the JEWS = did not get their way in Old Jerusalem = and wherever they go = START ANOTHER "REVOLUTION!" BETTER ATOM BOMBS = BETTER CORDITE = better LETTER BOMBS = PARCEL BOMBS = RED BLOODY BOLSHEVIK! My parents FLED the OLD COUNTRY (POLAND) to get away from the Bolsheviki "HEAVEN!" & "UTOPIA!"

(8) All the carefully laid Plans of men and mice = will avail NOTHING = !!! If God sends them CROP FAILURES = DROUGHT = FLOOD = HURRICANES = CYCLONES = EARTHQUAKES = STRIFE = REVOLUTION = who in the wide World would want to run this MOTLEY CREW OF PRESENT DAY "ADVENTISTS?" When some one said: "WILSON IS CRAZY!" The other Replied = "He was CRAZY before he ASKED for that Job!" So are these people CRAZIER than a COOT = if they want to take over THAT "SYNAGOGUE OF SATAN!" You better adjust your Eye-Glasses and Read:
"WHEN THIS REFORMATION BEGINS..."

"THOSE WHO HAVE NOT BEEN LIVING IN CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP - (THOSE WHO HAVE NOT BEEN GOING TO CHURCH AT ALL! These are delicate people who were LONG GONE = not as BLIND and STUBBORN as "THEY" ARE! You want another "NAME" for them = ???)"

THIS REFERENCE WAS T8:251. THE NEXT ONE IS:

PK 92, 324, 360, 361, 409, 460, 500, 552, 559, 560, 587, 588, 591, 598, 609, 610, 621, 677, 678, 704, 714, 728. 92 (THE REMNANT!)
324 ("They which LEAD THEE = CAUSE thee to ERR = and DESTROY the WAY of thy PATHS!...the Lord of Hosts had LEFT US = a VERY SMALL REMNANT!") 360-1 ("And the REMNANT that is ESCAPED of the House of JUDAH...For Out of JERUSALEM shall go forth a REMNANT, and they that ESCAPED OUT of Mount Zion!" (You want to DENY this = ??? You still HATE the "OUTCASTS?") 409 ("WOOD = HAY = STUBBLE = DROSS. "REFUSE SILVER shall men call them..."because GOD hath REJECTED them!"
(THE REMNANT!..."THE RUBBISH OF APOSTASY") (BUT THOSE WHO REMAIN!)
560 ("THE FEEBLE REMNANT!") 587 (RH 5:385.)
("THE PEOPLE OF GOD"..."THE FAITHFUL REMNANT!"
591 ("THE PEOPLE OF GOD"
590 ("In the Time of the End = "THE PEOPLE OF GOD"
590 ("The IRE of the DRAGON and his HOSTS...here is a LITTLE COMPANY!") 588 ("BETRAYED!")
589 ("In the Time of the END = "THE PEOPLE OF GOD"
589 ("The DRAGON'S ROAR. Now they are..."SEALED (PHILADELPHIA - 144,000!"
610 (The REMNANT "PEOPLE OF GOD!")
621 (You are going to "JOIN!" with "THE PEOPLE OF THESE ABOMINATIONS?")
677 (The "REMNANT" are "RETURNED EXILES!"
678 ("IN THE TIME OF THE END...GOD'S REMNANT PEOPLE, standing before the World as "REFORMERS!" (How you KNOW that NAME!)
714 ("NUMBERED among SPIRITUAL ISRAEL!")
728 ("the Holy Angels (NOT MEN!) "GATHER the REMNANT CHURCH from among the NATIONS (from all the World!)"

Selah.

(9) NOT among the PROUD - HAUGHTY "ADVENTISTS!"
Except perhaps 7,000 from CHURCH and REFORM together!

(10) REPEAT = !!! ("And it shall come to pass in THAT WAY, that the REMNANT of ISRAEL, and such as are
ESCAPED of the House of JACOB...The REMNANT shall RETURN (In a Time of "AIDS!") and shall ASSEMBLE the OUTCASTS of ISRAEL...from the 4 Corners of the Earth."
Isaiah 10:20,21,22-3; 11:12.

AND WHAT DO WE HAVE TO SAY OF THOSE

Who were once with us and go BACK to the PREPARED TROUGH = ??? And the CHURCH LEADERS SMIRK that they "WON!" To us it is the same as a "HARLOT!" (T8:250) who counts her Victories. WE DESPISE those who go BACK - we DESPISE her for TAKING THEM BACK - neither one is SOUND! Just more PROOF of their PERFIDITY... could not be Trusted anywhere...we have seen enough.

WE THINK EVERYONE SHOULD READ -
"THE DAYSPRING" Nov. 7, 1990 = or "BELLBROOK SENTINAL"
= page 11. CHARLES WHEELING from his Dec. 89 "UPDATE"
= If this is "SAUL" that became "PAUL" = now that "HE" is using "LANGUAGE!" "BLIND" = "STUPID" = "WORTHLESS!" = "CRIMES" = "ERRORS!" = "MURDERS!" = "CAIAPHAS" = "MURDEROUS MOB!" = "LINKING UP ARM IN ARM WITH LAWYERS!" (WHOOPS! SOUNDS LIKE "HOEHN!")

IF YOU ARE AS COLD AS A DEAD FISH =
You will, like JUDAS = keep eating NONCHALANTLY = NEUTRAL - NON-COMMITTAL = and when your Case comes up before the JUDGMENT BAR OF GOD = the COURT will also be NON-COMMITTAL = NO CARE = NO FEELING for your Fate. "HE WILL PASS THEM BY!" A "JEWEL?" NEVER! Just "RUBBISH!" It is up to you. "CHOOSE YE THIS DAY!"

IF THIS IS JUST A PUSH BETWEEN TWO GOATS =
See who can PUSH the HARDEST = we beg off - we want NO PART WITH EITHER SIDE! There is only ONE REMEDY NOW = THE LORD'S ORDER = "MEET IT!"

THIS IS A
"GO YE OUT TO MEET HIM!"

PRODUCTION.

- 55 -
MOST EVERYONE THAT READS THIS "WHEELING LETTER" =
= will rejoice that at LAST = !!! Some of the BIG-WIGS
(TOP BRASS!) are getting their eyes open!

BUT NOT = !!!

If this is but a REPEAT = of the OSBORNE TRICK = to
keep us from GENUINE "REFORM!" With the same Old
Guard in the Saddle = STANDISH = WIELAND = HUDSON =
FERRELL = KNIGHT = CARTER = AMA = FDA = WCC = NCC =
BILLY BABYLON GRAHAM = !!!

A TRICK BETWEEN WILSON AND WHEELING = !!!

WILSON will BOW OUT = !!! TIRED of his HYPOCRITE ROLE
ANYWAY = fooling this "SENSELESS RABBLE" of LAODICEANS
= Needs a Vacation = WHEELING REPEATS the OSBORNE
SUCCER GAME = collects MILLIONS = enough for WHEELING
and WILSON to use SCOOP-SHOVELS to throw it in the Lap
of:

STANDISH = THE NEW 1990 "PRESIDENT!"

Take us from the FIRE = BACK into the FRYING PAN = no
real change - except as PROPHECIED = "FROM BAD TO
WORSE!" LEFT OUT of EW 45 but found in "PRESENT
TRUTH" = the FIRST THING that ELLEN WHITE WROTE IN PT
21-24 = RH 1:9, August 1849. SENT TO THE DUMP =
FIRST KEY PARAGRAPH = PT 21. Took the FIRST HALF =
printed it LAST = took the LAST HALF - printed it
FIRST = LEFT OUT ALMOST one third of the Rest of it =
NOW TRY TO UNDERSTAND THE "SEALING!" This is where
GERMAN REFORM WAS BORN = the SEALING was on "NOW!" (in
1844 or 1849.) All due to EXPUNGING THE TEXT = to
please the likes of URIAH SMITH!

THIS "TRADITION" NOW SO FIRMLY ENTRANCHED =

That NOTHING but 7 LAST PLAGUES will change the mind
of most of them. Including SESSLER = WAYNE LEWIS =
HOWELL HAMMOND.

WE SAW NO NEED OF FOLLOWING THEM FOR 20 YEARS!

WE SEE NO NEED OF FOLLOWING THEM NOT A MINUTE MORE!

OSBORNE PULLED OFF THAT TRICK TO RAKE IN MILLIONS OF
$'s = !!! Why cannot WHEELING do the SAME = ???
SUDDEN CONVERSION = ??? Don't you believe a WORD of
it = !!! GET THIS MAGAZINE AND SEE FOR YOURSELF!

- 56 -
Instead of Vain Repetition =
That the 1888 "MESSAGE" is now going forth = how about
informing us "WHAT IT IS?" or "WHAT IT IS NOT!" So we
can put a HANDLE on it!

The reason we say this =
Whatever the real 1888 message was = it was:
"Ridiculed = Criticized, and rejected...!!!" Brisbin
Book p.11. This is the crux of this whole DEBATE!
Sessler knows what it is? Sessler has it? It has
been going forth since 1888? But what Sessler will
not quote over his dead body! Which he knows as well
as we know it = but this would (Horrors) =

BE "FUTURISM!" AND IN NO WAY CAN WE TEACH:
(That angel = that message of Rev. 18 = was driven
back! And:) ". . . when the message he brings again =
again = again = will swell into a "loud cry!" = it
will again = again = again = be ridiculed = and spoken
against, and rejected = by the majority!" (taking up
a reproach!) Brisbin 11. (Same thing in B2:51.

Who hates = who ridicules = who rejects -

The "Sessler" message = ??? If it is the "right
message!" people couldn't care less what Sessler
Teaches - the world does not even KNOW about it = !!!
We would ignore it if it did not come in our midst
under false pretenses! And blatant arrogance!

"time = place = circumstances."

****(1) The "sealing" comes at a certain "time!" = was
that 1844 = ??? What did she write = 40 years
later = ??? "Soon = none know how soon = it will pass
to the cases of the living!" 1844 ORIGINAL GC 315.
What did she write = 56 years later = ??? "Now, when
the great work of JUDGING the living is about to
begin!" T6:130. (1900) Some had it starting in
1888-9. "This report is not true!" T5:692. When
does it start = ??? "...when the figures reach a
certain amount which God has fixed the ministration of
his wrath commences!" T5:208. (Will we know when
that time comes = ???) "Silently = unnoticed!" GC
491 (315) "...the inhabitants of the earth = will=
know=it=NOT!" GC 615. When will they receive it =
??? "...Prior to the close of probation!" Sm 1:60.

- 59 -
****(2) The "LATTER RAIN" on since 1888 = ??? WE Warned the Adventist World = and Bob Sessler in particular = NOT to be so taken up with MSS's and "manuscripts" = that are misleading = and do not give a balanced message. We can do without them! We have no need of them = and this proves it! He chooses to quote SDA BC 7:984. Which shows this was taken from RH Nov. 22, 1892. (7 lines from original.) Had he looked up the original = he would have found 3 things:

(1) This was 7 lines picked out of 205 and since the same Article continued to Nov. 29, 1892 = there is another 205 Lines making a total of 7 Lines picked out of 410!

(2) If he had looked in the original = he would have found where they made another MSS out of this in SM 1:362-3. Total of 29 Lines would give us a much more balanced and complete evaluation of the text. This longer reference is the one chosen by "Lowell Scarbrough" = "Our Firm Foundation" = July 1990. p.5. = where he calls it the "only one recorded instance when it (the "latter rain") began to fall."

(3) Using 29 Lines out of 410 = would be much better that nit-picking only 7 = !!! Whether Scarbrough picked 29 or Sessler picking 7 = neither one gave the real sense of what the 410 contain. We have no room here to do much more than say = look it up for yourself in the original to see what skulduggery can do. This ought to be a lesson that should last you the rest of your life = !!! The full text showed the only works" that should be condemned = (And the only "legalism!"") is the "forced!" requirements of "priests" and "satan" for "penances" = "fasts" = "payments of money to the church" = to soothe their conscience rather than "repentance" and "obedience!" The other is but "superstition" = "rubbish!" = "gross darkness" = the same as shown in EW 214,223 to 228.

* * * * * * * * *

[Continued in Publication #656 - "love!]